
 

 
 
Notice of meeting of  
 

Decision Session - Executive Member for Children & Young 
People's Services 

 
To: Councillor Runciman (Executive Member) 

 
Date: Tuesday, 13 October 2009 

 
Time: 4.00 pm 

 
Venue: The Guildhall, York 

 
 

 
AGENDA 

  
  Notice to Members - Calling In: 

 
Members are reminded that, should they wish to call in any 
item on this agenda, notice must be given to Democracy 
Support Group by: 
 
10:00 am on Monday 12 October 2009, if an item is called in 
before a decision is taken, or 
 
4:00 pm on Thursday, 15 October 2009, if an item is called 
in after a decision has been taken. 
 
Items called in will be considered by the Scrutiny Management 
Committee. 
 

             
           Any written representations in respect of the items on the 
            agenda should be submitted to Democratic Services by 
            5.00 pm on Friday 9 October 2009. 
 
 
 
 
  



 
1. Declarations of Interest    
 At this point Members are asked to declare any personal or 

prejudicial interests they may have in the business on the 
agenda. 
 

2. Minutes   (Pages 3 - 8) 
 To approve and sign the minutes of the Executive Member for 

Children and Young People’s Services Decision Session held on 
8 September 2009. 
 

3. Exclusion of Press and Public    
 To consider excluding the press and public from the meeting 

during consideration of Annex I of agenda item 6 (“Quality and 
Access for all Young Children” – Allocations of Capital Grant) on 
the grounds that it contains information relating to the financial or 
business affairs of any particular person (including the authority 
holding that information).  This information is classed as exempt 
under Paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A to Section 100A of the Local 
Government Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government 
(Access to Information) (Variation) Order 2006. 
 

4. Public Participation    
 At this point in the meeting, members of the public who have 

registered their wish to speak at the meeting can do so.  The 
deadline for registering is Monday 12 October 2009 at 5.00 pm. 
 

5. Amended Local Management of Schools 
Scheme   

(Pages 9 - 
54) 

 This paper seeks approval of changes to the City of York Council 
Local Management of Schools (LMS) scheme prior to it being 
submitted to the Department for Children, Schools and Families 
(DCSF).  The scheme has been reviewed and revised to 
formalise changes introduced following consultation and in 
response to DCSF guidance.  The changes have been 
considered by the Schools Forum. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
6. Quality and Access for all Young Children - 

Early Years Capital Grant   
(Pages 55 - 
98) 

 This paper seeks decision on applications from early years and 
childcare providers in the Private, Voluntary and Independent 
(PVI) sector from the local authority’s allocation of the “Quality 
and Access for All Young Children Capital Grant”.  The 
applications have been reviewed by a consultative panel 
established for this purpose. 
 

7. Urgent Business    
 Any other business which the Executive Member considers 

urgent under the Local Government Act 1972. 
 

 
Democracy Officer: 
 
Name:  Jayne Carr 
Contact Details: 
Telephone – (01904) 552030 
Email – jayne.carr@york.gov.uk 
 

For more information about any of the following please contact the 
Democracy Officer responsible for servicing this meeting: 
 

• Registering to speak 
• Business of the meeting 
• Any special arrangements 
• Copies of reports 

 
Contact details are set out above.  
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About City of York Council Meetings 
 

Would you like to speak at this meeting? 
If you would, you will need to: 

• register by contacting the Democracy Officer (whose name and contact 
details can be found on the agenda for the meeting) no later than 5.00 
pm on the last working day before the meeting; 

• ensure that what you want to say speak relates to an item of business on 
the agenda or an issue which the committee has power to consider (speak 
to the Democracy Officer for advice on this); 

• find out about the rules for public speaking from the Democracy Officer. 
A leaflet on public participation is available on the Council’s website or 
from Democratic Services by telephoning York (01904) 551088 
 
Further information about what’s being discussed at this meeting 
All the reports which Members will be considering are available for viewing 
online on the Council’s website.  Alternatively, copies of individual reports or the 
full agenda are available from Democratic Services.  Contact the Democracy 
Officer whose name and contact details are given on the agenda for the 
meeting. Please note a small charge may be made for full copies of the 
agenda requested to cover administration costs. 
 
Access Arrangements 
We will make every effort to make the meeting accessible to you.  The meeting 
will usually be held in a wheelchair accessible venue with an induction hearing 
loop.  We can provide the agenda or reports in large print, electronically 
(computer disk or by email), in Braille or on audio tape.  Some formats will take 
longer than others so please give as much notice as possible (at least 48 hours 
for Braille or audio tape).   
 
If you have any further access requirements such as parking close-by or a sign 
language interpreter then please let us know.  Contact the Democracy Officer 
whose name and contact details are given on the order of business for the 
meeting. 
 
Every effort will also be made to make information available in another 
language, either by providing translated information or an interpreter providing 
sufficient advance notice is given.  Telephone York (01904) 551550 for this 
service. 
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Holding the Executive to Account 
The majority of councillors are not appointed to the Executive (40 out of 47).  
Any 3 non-Executive councillors can ‘call-in’ an item of business from a 
published Executive (or Executive Member Decision Session) agenda. The 
Executive will still discuss the ‘called in’ business on the published date and will 
set out its views for consideration by a specially convened Scrutiny 
Management Committee (SMC).  That SMC meeting will then make its 
recommendations to the next scheduled Executive meeting in the following 
week, where a final decision on the ‘called-in’ business will be made.  
 
Scrutiny Committees 
The purpose of all scrutiny and ad-hoc scrutiny committees appointed by the 
Council is to:  

• Monitor the performance and effectiveness of services; 
• Review existing policies and assist in the development of new ones, as 

necessary; and 
• Monitor best value continuous service improvement plans 

 
Who Gets Agenda and Reports for our Meetings?  

• Councillors get copies of all agenda and reports for the committees to 
which they are appointed by the Council; 

• Relevant Council Officers get copies of relevant agenda and reports for 
the committees which they report to;  

• Public libraries get copies of all public agenda/reports.  
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City of York Council Committee Minutes 

MEETING DECISION SESSION - EXECUTIVE MEMBER FOR 
CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE'S SERVICES 

DATE 8 SEPTEMBER 2009 

PRESENT COUNCILLOR RUNCIMAN (EXECUTIVE MEMBER) 

 
 

5. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
Members were invited to declare at this point in the meeting any personal 
or prejudicial interests they might have in the business on the agenda. 
 
Councillor Runciman declared a personal interest in agenda item 8 
(Appointment of Local Authority Governors) as a Governor of Joseph 
Rowntree School. 
 
 

6. MINUTES  
 
RESOLVED: That the minutes of the Executive Member for Children and 

Young People’s Services Decision Session held on 20 July 
2009 be approved and signed as a correct record. 

 
 

7. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  
 
It was reported that there had been no registrations to speak at the 
meeting under the Council’s Public Participation Scheme. 
 
 

8. APPOINTMENT OF LOCAL AUTHORITY (LA) GOVERNORS  
 
The Executive Member considered a report that informed her of the current 
position with regard to vacancies for Local Authority (LA) seats on 
governing bodies, listed current nominations for those vacancies (detailed 
in Annex 1 to the report) and requested the appointment or reappointment 
of the listed nominees.   It was noted that the report had omitted to include 
Councillor Merrett’s political affiliation to the Labour Party. 
 
The Executive Member was pleased to note the authority’s success in 
recruiting LA governors and that vacancy rates remained very low. She 
expressed her thanks for the work carried out by governors and her 
appreciation that a number of governors who had completed their term of 
office were willing to continue to serve on the Governing Body.  
 
RESOLVED: That the appointment and re-appointment of LA Governors, 

as proposed in Annex 1 of the report, be approved subject to 
the following additions1: 
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• Mr S Britten reappointed for a further term of office as 
an LA governor for St Oswald’s CE School 

• Mrs K Daniells  appointed to the forthcoming LA 
governor vacancy at Burnholme Community College 
subject to the necessary CRB checks being carried 
out. 

  
REASON: To ensure that local authority places on school governing 

bodies continued to be effectively filled. 
 
Action Required  
1. To notify nominees and governing bodies of the appointments   
 

 
CB  

 
9. EARLY YEARS ADMISSION POLICY  

 
The Executive Member considered a report that sought approval to consult 
widely with a range of stakeholders and settings providing Early Years 
Places including maintained and independent schools, private and 
voluntary providers (including Mother and Toddler groups), the Early Years 
and Extended Schools Partnership and parents.  The purpose of the 
consultation would be to determine an updated admissions policy for Free 
Early Years places (including school nurseries) that ensured sufficiency of 
places whilst also meeting parents’ needs as effectively and efficiently as 
possible. 
 
The two areas of focus in updating the guidance were the need to include 
vulnerable children under the reference to “social need” and a review of 
the guidance whereby children were admitted from anywhere within the 
City of York council area.  The original intention of this part of the guidance 
had been to promote equality of access and to allow working parents to 
secure nursery provision close to their workplace.  However, the policy had 
in some cases meant that local children were unable to access local 
schools, including schools already attended by their siblings. 
 
The Executive Member stressed the importance of ensuring that the 
guidance on Early Years Places Admissions did not conflict with the 
Primary Schools Admission Policy.  It was also important that the valued 
partnership between the maintained, private and voluntary sectors was 
maintained.  
 
RESOLVED: (i) That consultation with parents and providers of Early 

Years Free Entitlement be initiated using the agreed 
consultation document (Annex 2 of the report)1. 
 

(ii) That feedback from the consultation be presented to 
the Executive Member for consideration at the 
Decision Session in March 2010 to enable this to 
inform any proposed changes to the local guidance2.   

 
REASON: To enable the views of parents and providers of Early Years 

Free entitlement to inform any proposed changes to the local 
guidance. 
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Action Required  
1. Instigate consultation on Early Years Free Entitlement  
2. Include as item on Forward Plan   
 

 
CB  
CB  

 
10. EARLY YEARS SINGLE FUNDING FORMULA CONSULTATION  

 
The Executive Member considered a paper that sought approval to consult 
widely on a proposed single funding formula for the free entitlement to 
three and four year old nursery and childcare provision.  The report set out 
the options that were being recommended to be included in a formal 
consultation document. 
 
The Executive Member received assurances that the consultation would 
extend to all providers, including the maintained sector.   
 
Details were given of the transitional arrangements that would be put in 
place. A contingency would also be set aside to ensure sustainability.  
 
It was noted that there were likely to be variations between different 
authorities as to the formulas that were put in place.   
 
RESOLVED: (i) That consultation be initiated with the providers of the 

Early Years Free Entitlement using the agreed 
consultation document (Annex 1 of the report)1. 
 

(ii) That feedback from the consultation be presented to 
the Executive Member for consideration at the 
Decision Session in January 2010 to ensure that the 
new formula is in place by the statutory deadline of 
April 20102. 

 
(iii) That the feedback to the Executive Member include 

details of the proposed formulas for neighbouring 
authorities. 

 
REASON: To enable the views of providers of Early Years Free 

Entitlement to be considered when the new formula is 
agreed. 

 
Action Required  
1. Instigate consultation as agreed  
2. Include as item on the Forward Plan   
 

 
CB  
CB  

 
11. EXTENDED SERVICES - ACTIVITY SUBSIDY PILOT CLUSTER  

 
The Executive Member considered a report that provided an update on a 
new stream of funding from the Department of Children, Schools and 
Families that aimed to support the Government’s “Narrowing the Gap” and 
“Improving Well-being agendas”.  The report informed the Executive 
Member of the cluster of schools (York High School, Hob Moor Community 
Primary, Woodthorpe Primary and Westfield Primary) chosen to pilot the 
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subsidy for the period Summer 2009 through to August 2010 (year 1) and 
the rationale behind this decision. 
 
It was noted that the pilot project addressed one of the recommendations 
of the Extended Schools Scrutiny Review.  
 
The Executive Member asked officers to give further details as to how the 
schools had been selected for inclusion in the pilot.  Officers explained that 
the funding received totalled £82,000 and it had been necessary to identify 
a cluster of schools to pilot this initiative.  The following factors had been 
taken into account in selecting York High School, Hob Moor Community 
Primary, Woodthorpe Primary and Westfield Primary schools: 
 

• Although there were no formal cluster arrangements in place in 
York, these schools recognised themselves that they formed a 
cluster and they already worked together on a range of initiatives. 

• These four schools had the greatest number of Looked After 
Children and children eligible for free school meals than any other 
comparable cluster. York High School had the highest number of 
Looked After Children of any secondary school in York. 

• Inclusion in the project was consistent with the schools’ involvement 
in other initiatives such as the work that was taking place on 
transition and involving the community in the life of the schools. 

 
Details were given of the ways in which children were benefiting from 
involvement in the project, including free participation at activities held at 
Oaklands Sports Centre.   

 
The Executive Member asked officers if children were involved in choosing 
the activities.  Officers confirmed that this was the case and that 
information on take-up would be collected.  

 
The Executive Member asked if there were plans to explore other 
indicators of economic disadvantage to enable more children and young 
people to participate, in addition to those who were eligible because they 
were in receipt of free school meals or were Looked After.  Officers 
confirmed that this was an issue that would be considered during the pilot 
but that it was important not to make the eligibility criteria too complex.  

 
The Executive Member asked officers how cluster working was being 
developed in York.  Officers stated that consultation would be taking place 
with schools regarding this matter.  One option would be to consult with 
schools on the possibility of retaining centrally some of the extended 
schools budget in order to appoint cluster workers.  Any such 
appointments would need to be on a temporary basis because of the 
uncertainty regarding the level of future funding.   
 
 
RESOLVED:  (i) That the decision to use the following cluster to 

pilot the subsidy in year 1 be noted: 
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   Cluster for Year 1 – 2009/10 
York High School, Hob Moor Community 
Primary, Westfield Primary Community and 
Woodthorpe Primary Schools. 

 
(ii) That a further report be brought to the Executive 

Member in February 2010, prior to citywide roll out of 
the subsidy in year 2, identifying the clustering 
arrangements across the city and including data on 
the take-up from the pilot project of both term-time and 
holiday activities1. 

 
REASON: To support corporate and national objectives to narrow the 

gap in outcomes for disadvantaged communities. 
 
Action Required  
1. Include as item on Forward Plan   
 

 
CB  

 
 
 
 
Councillor C Runciman, Chair 
[The meeting started at 4.00 pm and finished at 4.40 pm]. 
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Decision Session - Executive Member for Children & Young 
People’s Services  

13th October 2009 

 
Report of the Director of Learning, Culture & Children’s Services 
 
Amended Local Management of Schools Scheme 

Summary 

1 This paper seeks approval of changes to the City of York Council Local Management 
of Schools (LMS) scheme prior to it being submitted to DCSF for approval.  The 
Scheme (see Annex 1) has been reviewed and revised to formalise changes 
introduced following appropriate consultations and in response to DCSF guidance.  
The changes have been considered by Schools Forum at its meeting on 16th June 
2009. 

 
Background 

 
2  The LMS Scheme sets out the financial relationship between the Council and its 

maintained schools.  It contains requirements relating to financial management and 
associated issues, binding on both the Authority and schools.  

 
Proposed Changes 
 

3 A summary of the main areas of the Scheme that have changed are: 
 
4   2.3  Submission of Budget Plans 

This section includes a reference to Consistent Financial Reporting, which is a 
statutory framework for schools nationally to report their finances in a consistent 
format.  The data is used for financial benchmarking purposes.  This section also 
reduces the span of the required budget plan from five to three years.   This is 
potentially beneficial for schools following the introduction of three year funding 
arrangements and enables schools to budget more accurately.  Most schools will 
welcome this as many feel the amount of change makes it too difficult to predict with 
any accuracy the final two years of a five year plan. This section also states the 
requirement for the budget plan to be approved by governors. 
 

5 Section 4.2 Deficit Budgets also includes the reduction from five to three years for 
schools applying for deficit budgets.  This has potential to be problematic for schools 
as they have a shorter period in which to recover the deficit.    

 
6   2.15  Financial Management Standard 

Financial Management Standard in Schools (FMSiS) is a statutory assessment 
process to ensure that schools meeting the Standard are financially well managed.  
The process developed by the LA for York schools to follow has been considered by 
Schools Forum prior to its introduction.  Although this section is new, it merely adds 
the existing (but separate) assessment process in to the Scheme and outlines the 
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requirements.  It also indicates the chapter in the Finance Manual where the detailed 
process can be accessed. 

 
7 2.16  Notice of concern 

This section is new.  It provides the Authority with the power to issue a notice of 
concern to the governing body of any school it maintains where, in the opinion of the 
Chief Finance Officer and the Director of Learning, Culture and Children's Services, 
the school has failed to comply with any provisions of the Scheme, or where actions 
need to be taken to safeguard the financial position of the local authority or the 
school.  Prior to the provision of this power, the only action available to the local 
authority in the above scenario was the draconian measure of withdrawing delegation 
or informal persuasion / advice. 

 
8 4.2  Reporting on the intended use of surplus balances 

This section incorporates the processes relating to identifying and recycling excessive 
school balances.  York’s scheme for recycling excessive balances has been in place 
for a number of years and followed detailed consultation with the Schools Forum.  
The DCSF has now made this a statutory requirement on all LAs and we have 
updated our scheme to ensure compliance with the statutory requirements. 
 

9 The opportunity has been taken to make a number of minor changes to improve the 
readability of the document and enhance its appearance. 
 
Corporate Objectives  
 

10 The revised Scheme will provide schools and the Council with a clear and coherent 
document against which they can carry out their statutory responsibilities.  This will 
contribute to the vision to provide world-class schools and world-class standards. 

 
Financial Implications 
 

11 There are no financial implications relating to implementation of this review.   
 

Other Implications 

12 There are no HR, ITT, or Crime and Disorder implications arising from this report.  
However the LMS Scheme is a statutory document. 

 
Risk Management 

13 There are few risks associated with the publication of a new Scheme.  These will be 
mitigated by ensuring that the new document is well publicised.  This will ensure that 
governors, headteachers, and school and LA staff with financial responsibility are 
aware of its contents and carry out their duties accordingly.  This will be done by 
letters to headteachers and through the Locality Area Bursar Network groups. 
 
Recommendations 

14 The Executive Member is asked to: 

• Consider the changes to the document and raise any queries she may have. 

• Approve the Local Management of Schools Scheme April 2010. 

• Request that the Revised Scheme be forwarded to DCSF for its approval. 
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Contact Details 

Authors: 

 

Chief Officer Responsible for the Report: 

Linda Brook 
School Business Support 
Manager 

Tel:  01904 554574 
email: linda.brook@york.gov.uk 

Richard Hartle 
Head of Finance 

Tel:  01904 554225 

email: richard.hartle@york.gov.uk 

Pete Dwyer 
Director of Learning, Culture & Children’s Services 

Tel:  01904 554202 

Report 
Approved 

√ Date 28.09.09 

For further information please contact the authors of the report 

 
 
 
 
 
Annex 1 – City of York Council’s Local Management of Schools Scheme April 2009 
 
Background Papers 
Schools Forum Report 16 June 2009 
DCSF guidance notes and updates 

• Consistent Financial Reporting Framework 
• Financial Management Standard in Schools Assessment Process 
• Schemes for Financing Schools: Section 48 of the School Standards and 

Framework Act 1998, and Schedule 14 to the Act:  Statutory guidance for local 
authorities: Issue 4 
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1  The Funding Framework: Main Features 

This Scheme, the City of York Local Management of Schools Scheme 2009 (“the Scheme”), 
replaces earlier Schemes with effect from 1st April 2009. This Scheme is based on the 
legislative provisions in sections 45-53 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 (“the 
Act”) and statutory guidance provided under the Act. 

Under this legislation, all local education authorities determine for themselves the size of their 
Schools Budget and LA Budget although as a minimum a local authority must appropriate its 
entire Dedicated Schools Grant to their Schools Budget.  The categories of expenditure which 
fall within the two budgets are prescribed under regulations made by the Secretary of State, but 
included within the two, taken together, is all expenditure, direct and indirect, on an authority's 
maintained schools except for non-devolved capital and certain miscellaneous items.  

City of York Council  (the “Authority”) may centrally retain funding in the Schools Budget for 
purposes defined in regulations made by the Secretary of State under s.45A of the Act. The 
amounts to be retained centrally are decided by the Authority, subject to any limits or 
conditions, including gaining the approval of their School Forum or the Secretary of State in 
certain instances, as prescribed by the Secretary of State. The balance of the Schools Budget 
left after deduction of centrally retained funds is termed the Individual Schools Budget (ISB).  
Expenditure items in the LA budget must be retained centrally (although earmarked allocations 
may be made to schools). 

The City of York must distribute the ISB amongst its maintained schools , using a formula 
which accords with regulations made by the Secretary of State, and enables the calculation of 
a budget share for each maintained school. This budget share is then delegated to the 
governing body of the school concerned, unless the school is a new school which has not yet 
received a delegated budget, or the right to a delegated budget has been suspended in 
accordance with s.51 of the Act. The financial controls within which delegation works are set 
out in this Scheme, made by City of York in accordance with s.48 of the Act and approved by 
the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State, who has power to modify schemes or impose 
one, must also approve all revisions to the Scheme. 

Subject to provisions of this scheme, governing bodies of schools may spend budget shares for 
the purposes of their school. They may also spend budget shares on any additional purposes 
prescribed by the Secretary of State in regulations made under s.50 of the Act.  

The City of York may suspend a school's right to a delegated budget if the provisions of this 
Scheme (or rules applied by this Scheme) have been substantially or persistently breached, or 
if the budget share has not been managed satisfactorily. There is a right of appeal to the 
Secretary of State. A school's right to a delegated budget share may also be suspended for 
other reasons (s.17 of the Act) but in that case there is no right of appeal. 
 
The City of York is obliged to publish each year a statement setting out details of its planned 
Schools Budget and LA Budget, showing the amounts to be centrally retained, the budget 
share for each school, the formula used to calculate those budget shares, and the detailed 
calculation for each school. After each financial year it must publish a statement showing out-
turn expenditure at both central level and for each school, and the balances held in respect of 
each school.  The detailed publication requirements for financial statements are set out in 
regulations, but each school must receive a copy of each year's budget and out-turn 
statements so far as they relate to that school or central expenditure.  
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1.2  The role of the Scheme 
 
The City of York Local Management of Schools Scheme sets out the financial relationship 
between the City of York Council and the maintained schools which it funds. It contains 
requirements relating to financial management and associated issues, binding on both the 
Authority and on schools. It refers to certain other documents, including the Council’s Standing 
Orders and Financial Regulations, and its Scheme of Delegation, to make clear that the 
provisions of those documents apply to schools carrying out the purposes of the Authority’s 
Children’s Services Directorate. In particular it refers to the formula used to calculate each 
school’s budget share. Some of the clauses of the Scheme are followed in this document by 
information or commentary in italic script. Such paragraphs are not part of the scheme but are 
intended to give assistance to readers. 
 

1.2.1 Application of the Scheme to the Authority and maintained schools 

The schools maintained by the Authority are listed for information in Annex A to this 
Scheme.  

The Scheme covers all community, nursery, special, and voluntary schools in the area 
of the Authority except those maintained by another authority. Because PRUs are not 
maintained schools within the meaning of s.20 (7) of the Act, the scheme's coverage 
excludes them although authorities are free to apply the same principles to the funding 
of such schools. The Authority will consider the scope for funding and managing 
nursery schools and early years centres using the same principles as for primary 
schools, insofar as the absence of a governing body with statutory powers allows. 

 

1.3  Publication of the Scheme 
 
A copy of this Scheme will be made available  to the Headteacher and to the governing body of 
each school covered by the Scheme via the Internet. An up-dated link shall also be supplied to 
each school for reference at all reasonable times and without charge.  Any approved revisions 
will be notified to each such school.  
 
 
1.4  Revision of the Scheme 
 
Any proposed revisions to the Scheme will be the subject of consultation with schools and will 
be subject to approval by the Secretary of State. 
 

1.5  Delegation of powers to the Headteacher 

Each governing body will consider the extent to which it wishes to delegate its financial powers 
to the Headteacher, and each will record its decision (and any revisions) in the minutes of 
governing body meetings. 

Each governing body will consider and approve its school’s Start Budget each year in time for 
submission to the Authority (see 2.3). Governing bodies will consider monitoring reports at 
appropriate intervals, and approve budget revisions if necessary, bearing in mind virement 
powers delegated to the Headteacher. 
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1.6  Maintenance of Schools 

The Authority is responsible for maintaining the schools covered by the Scheme, and this 
includes the duty of defraying all the expenses of maintaining them (except in the case of a 
voluntary aided school where some of the expenses are, by statute, payable by the governing 
body). Part of the way an authority maintains schools is through the funding system put in 
place under sections 45 to 53 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998. 
 
 
 

SECTION 2: FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS; AUDIT 

2.1 Financial Requirements; Audit 

2.1.1 Application of financial controls to schools 

Schools are required to abide, in the management of their delegated budgets, by this 
Scheme and the Authority's other requirements on financial controls and monitoring. In 
particular the Standing Orders of the City of York Council and its Financial Regulations, 
including the Bank Accounts for Schools (BafS) Scheme.  Detailed information about 
processes is included in the LCCS Finance Manual. 

2.1.2  Provision of financial information and reports 

Schools will provide the Authority with details of anticipated and actual expenditure and 
income. This report will be in the form of a City of York Monitoring Report (Summary 
version), taking due account of the Consistent Financial Reporting framework, and 
submitted once each term after it has been presented and agreed by governors.  The 
only exceptions to this will be connected with tax or banking reconciliation which should 
be provided monthly, unless the Authority has notified the school in writing that in its 
view the schools’ financial position requires it, or the school is in its first year of 
operation.  If a school is not using the Authority’s recommended accounting software 
the Authority may require more frequent reporting. 

2.1.3  Payment of salaries; payment of bills 

The procedures to be followed by schools in accounting for the payment of salaries and 
invoices are contained in the LCCS Finance Manual. These will be amended from time 
to time in consultation with schools. 

Schools using the central payroll must submit to deadline timesheets and other 
information to the Authority. Schools using payroll services other than those provided by 
the Authority must provide a range of information (on National Insurance contributions 
for instance) needed by the Authority to complete its financial returns. These will be 
notified in writing to schools at the time they are required. See paragraph 8.4 Teachers’ 
Pensions for more details. 

2.1.4  Control of assets 

Each school will maintain an inventory of its assets with a replacement value in excess 
of £1,000, in a form to be determined by the Authority, and will authorise disposal of 
those assets according to the Authority’s procedures, see the Finance Manual. An 
inventory for assets worth less than £1,000 must be maintained, however the form of it 
will be at each school’s discretion. 
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2.1.5  Accounting Policies (including year-end procedures) 

The Authority will publish policies for preparing statements of accounts and other 
financial information which will be available in advance of the accounting period to 
which they refer. Procedures to be followed at the close of each financial year will be 
notified to schools at an appropriate time each year. Schools will abide by both policies 
and procedures. 

2.1.6 Writing off of debts 

Governing bodies may write off debts up to the level stipulated in the Authority’s 
Financial Regulations.  The procedure is explained in the LCCS Finance Manual. 

 

2.2  Basis of accounting 

Reports and accounts provided to the Authority will be on an accruals basis, to conform to its 
accounting practices. If this is impracticable and data is provided by a school on a cash basis 
this will be clearly signalled and if reconciliation data is required by the Authority it will be made 
available by the school. 

The Authority  does not seek to impose either method on schools' internal systems.  Schools 
may use whatever financial software they wish, providing they meet any costs of support and 
any modification required to provide the output required by the Authority.  

This provision is to enable the Authority to prepare statements efficiently, on a 
consistent basis. 

 

2.3  Submission of budget plans  

Each school will submit a budget plan to the Authority, taking due account of the Consistent 
Financial Reporting framework, showing its intentions for income and expenditure in the current 
financial year, income and expenditure projections for the following two years and the 
assumptions underpinning the whole three-year period. Schools will include estimated 
surpluses and deficits as at the previous 31st March in the plan. The date by which this will be 
submitted will be stipulated by the Authority each year, allowing reasonable notice; it will be no 
earlier than 1 May nor later than 15 May each year and this latter date will come into force if the 
Authority sets no other.  The plan must be approved prior to submission by the governing body 
or a committee of the governing body where the governing body has delegated this function. 

Where a school is considering setting a deficit budget, the guidance contained in paragraphs 
4.5 and 4.9 should be followed. 

This section refers to the Start Budget for each year. It is considered good practice for 
this function to be held by the full governing body rather than one of its committees. 

Revised budget plans will not be requested if other financial reports carry the relevant data. 
(See 2.1.2 above) 

To assist schools with this work, the Authority will supply all income and expenditure data it 
holds, including guidance on assumptions, e.g. inflation, to facilitate efficient financial planning 
by schools.  The Authority will specify the format of the plan in a separate publication. 
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2.4  Best Value 

When submitting the annual budget plan, the governing body of each school will submit a 
statement setting out what steps it will be taking in the course of the year to ensure that 
expenditure, particularly in respect of large service contracts, will reflect the principles of the 
best value regime. 

Annex C includes a model  Best Value statement  
 

2.5  Virement  

Schools may vire freely between budget heads in the expenditure of their budget shares. 
 

2.6  Audit: General 

Schools and governing bodies will co-operate in the arrangements made by the Authority’s 
Head of Financial Services for the audit of its affairs. These may involve both internal and 
external auditors, for which a school must make access available to its records.  Reviews may 
cover any activity in which the Authority has a financial interest, including the application of its 
resources, delegated or otherwise, and the security of its assets. 

Audit reviews are an aid to management and are intended to assist governors and 
heads in the management of their schools, as well as ensuring the accuracy and 
truthfulness of the Authority’s financial statements and those presented by schools to 
their governing bodies. Schools and governing bodies will assist both internal and 
external auditors in establishing whether any liability arises from the actions or inaction 
of its employees in relation to their involvement with the assets of other bodies or funds. 

 

2.7  Separate external audits 

Each governing body may spend funds from its budget share to obtain external audit 
certification of its accounts, separate from any internal or external audit process arranged by 
the Authority. 

There is no expectation by the Authority or the Secretary of State that routine annual external 
audit at school level of budget share expenditure should be a usual feature of the funding 
system; merely that schools should not be prevented from seeking an additional source of 
assurance at their own expense.  
 

2.8  Audit of voluntary and private funds 

Schools should seek advice as to whether they must register their school fund account with the 
Charity Commission. Where a school fund qualifies for registration, it must comply with the 
Commission’s reporting requirements. 

All schools must provide audit certificates to the Authority in respect of voluntary and private 
funds held by them, and of the accounts of any trading organisations controlled by them. The 
Consistent Financial Reporting framework requires that expenditure and its related income in 
private funds under the control of the governing body that benefits a school’s pupils be included 
in each school’s statutory CFR return. 
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The purpose of such a provision is to allow the Authority to satisfy itself that public funds 
are not being misused. The Authority does not seek to impose through the Scheme a 
right to audit such funds itself but Internal Auditors will need to satisfy the Council that 
arrangements to administer the funds are of a good standard to ensure financial control. 
Any other requirement as to audit of such funds is a matter for those making the funds 
available, and any Charity Commission requirements. 

 

2.9  Register of business interests 

The governing body of each school will: 

• have a register which lists, for each member of the governing body, Headteacher and 
others with financial responsibilities, any business interests they or any member of their 
immediate families have;  

• keep the register up to date by notification of changes and through annual review of 
entries;  

• make the register available for inspection by governors, staff, parents and the 
Authority. 

 

2.10  Purchasing, tendering and contracting requirements 

Schools will abide by the Authority's Standing Orders and Financial Regulations purchasing, 
tendering and contracting matters.  This will include a requirement to assess in advance, where 
relevant, the health and safety competence of contractors, taking account of the LA's policies 
and procedures. However no provision of the Standing Orders and Financial Regulations will 
apply which purports to require schools: 

a. To do anything incompatible with any of the provisions of the Scheme, or any 
statutory provision, or any EU Procurement Directive.  Where an Authority contract 
has been let in accordance with EU procurement procedures it does not in itself 
make it possible to bind a school into being part of that contract. For the purposes 
of the Procurement Directives schools are viewed as discrete units. 

b. To seek the countersignature of any officer of the Authority for any contracts for 
good or services for a value below £60,000 in any one year; 

LAs and schools alike should apply the countersignature requirement sensibly, 
avoiding attempts to artificially aggregate or disaggregate orders to avoid or 
impose the requirement. 

c. To select suppliers only from an approved list; 

The Authority maintains lists of contractors which have been selected for their 
financial stability and technical suitability. Schools may find it helpful or reassuring 
to consult these lists before choosing a contractor, although the Authority does not 
offer any guarantees in respect of such contractors.  

d. To seek fewer than three tenders in respect of any contract as per the guidelines in 
the Authority’s Financial Regulations; 
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2.11  Application of contracts to schools 

Schools may opt out of Authority-arranged contracts except where they have lost that right for 
particular contracts (whenever started) in accordance with the written procedure specified 
below. In such cases they will be bound into the contract for its length (although the contract 
might contain clauses allowing variance of its terms and conditions). 

Where a contract is entered into with the intention that schools will be bound by it the Authority 
will consult them and when the contract is signed it will write to schools with the relevant 
details. Schools may not opt out of such contracts without the prior written consent of the 
Director of  Learning, Culture and Children's Services. 

Schools are only bound into LA arranged contracts through scheme provisions. Without 
such cover they are free to leave an LA arranged contract at any time.  Where 
provisions are in force schools may be required to indemnify the Authority against 
consequent costs before being permitted to opt out. 

 
Governing bodies are empowered (under paragraph 3 of schedule 10 of the Act) to enter 
contracts, but in most cases do so on behalf of the Authority as maintainer of the school and 
the owner of the funds in the budget share. However other contracts may be made solely on 
behalf of the governing body, for example contracts made by aided or foundation schools for 
the employment of staff. 
 

2.12  Central funds and earmarking 

The Authority may make sums available to schools from central funds, in the form of 
allocations which are additional to and separate from the schools’ budget shares. Such 
allocations will be subject to conditions setting out the purpose or purposes for which the funds 
may be used. 

These might, for example, be sums for SEN or curriculum initiatives under the EDP. 
The Standards Fund regulations will require the Authority to do this with many grants. 
Where the funding for such an allocation is supported by a specific grant which the 
Authority itself is not permitted to vire there can be no virement within the school. Since 
these are allocations in addition to the budget share the general power of virement in 
clause 2.5 is not applicable. 

The Authority is required to account separately for many of these activities and the 
information requirements of clause 2.1.2 may be invoked in such cases. 

Such earmarked funding from centrally retained funds may be spent only on the purposes for 
which it is given, or on other budget heads for which earmarked funding is given, and may not 
be vired into the budget share. The Authority will provide an accounting mechanism for schools 
to be able to demonstrate that this requirement has been complied with. Where such 
earmarked funds are not spent in full within the period over which schools are allowed to use 
the funds, the Authority may revise the allocation to a level not lower than the actual amount 
spent. The Authority will not make deductions to cover interest costs it incurs in respect of 
devolved special or specific grants. 

Where the Authority has no power of virement and can only claim specific grant for the 
amounts actually spent, it must be able to “claw back” unspent values from schools to 
protect its position. In the case of certain Standards fund grants claw-back is not 
permitted, even after the seventeen-month spending period. 
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2.13  Spending for the purposes of the school 

Governing Bodies will spend the school’s budget share for the purposes of the school, subject 
to provisions of this scheme. 

S.50 (3) of the Act allows governing bodies to spend budget shares for the purposes of 
the school. If the Authority wishes to propose restriction on this freedom it will do so in 
consultation with schools.  Under s.50 (3)(b) the Secretary of State may prescribe 
additional purposes for which expenditure of the budget share may occur.  

 

2.14  Capital spending from budget shares 

Governing bodies may use their budget shares to meet the cost of capital expenditure on the 
school premises. This includes expenditure by the governing body of a voluntary aided school 
on work which is their responsibility under paragraph 3 of Schedule 3 of the Act. However if the 
expected capital expenditure from the budget share in any one-year will exceed £15,000 the 
governing body will notify the Authority. The governing body will take into account the advice of 
the Director of  LCCS  as to the merits of the proposed expenditure. If the premises are owned 
by the Authority (or the school has voluntary controlled status) then the governing body will 
seek the consent of the Authority to the proposed works. Consent will only be withheld on 
health and safety grounds as requiring consent helps ensure compliance with the current 
School Premises regulations and DCSF Construction Standards, and health and safety 
legislation. Where a school carries out works which will affect the budget share in subsequent 
years, the Authority may withhold the increase if it has not already agreed to pay them. 

These requirements will not affect expenditure from any capital allocation made 
available by the LA outside the delegated budget share, although separate conditions 
may be attached (see clause 2.12). 

 

2.15  Financial Management Standard 
 

The Financial Management Standard & Toolkit (FMS&T) was developed and released 
to schools as a self-management package in June 2004.  The standard and toolkit is 
available at: 

 
www.fmsis.info  

As the Authority is responsible for declaring its schools’ adherence to the Standard, it is up to it 
to decide how that compliance is delivered.  The evidence to support the declaration is a matter 
for the Chief Finance Officer's judgement.  Consequently, all maintained schools must 
demonstrate compliance with the DCSF’s Financial Management Standard in Schools in line 
with the timetable and in the manner determined by the Authority, and at any time thereafter.   

The Authority may require schools to demonstrate compliance through the submission of 
evidence showing that the school has met the Authority’s defined process or has undergone an 
external assessment.  External assessment must be carried out by the authority or by a third 
party that has been approved to carry out such assessment by either the DCSF or the local 
authority.   Costs for an external assessment must be met from the school’s budget share.  
 
Schools will be notified of change’s to the LA’s defined process following consultation on those 
changes with the Schools Forum.  The most up to date LA process document is included in 
Chapter 21 of the Finance Manual. 
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2.16  Notice of concern 

The Authority may issue a notice of concern to the governing body of any school it maintains 
where, in the opinion of the Chief Finance Officer and the Director of Learning, Culture and 
Children's Services, the school has failed to comply with any provisions of the scheme, or 
where actions need to be taken to safeguard the financial position of the local authority or the 
school. 

Such a notice will set out the reasons and evidence for it being made and may place on the 
governing body restrictions, limitations or prohibitions in relation to the management of funds 
delegated to it.  These may include: 
 

• insisting that relevant staff undertake appropriate training to address any identified 
weaknesses in the financial management of the school; 

• insisting that an appropriately trained/qualified person chairs the finance committee of 
the governing body; 

• placing more stringent restrictions or conditions on the day to day financial 
management of a school than the scheme requires for all schools – such as the 
provision of monthly accounts to the local authority; 

• insisting on  regular financial monitoring meetings at the school attended by local 
authority officers; 

• requiring a governing body to buy into a local authority’s financial management 
systems; and 

• imposing restrictions or limitations on the manner in which a school manages 
extended school activity funded from within its delegated budget share – for example 
by requiring a school to submit income projections and/or financial monitoring reports 
on such activities. 

 
The notice will clearly state what these requirements are and the way in which and the time by 
which such requirements must be complied with in order for the notice to be withdrawn. It will 
also state the actions that the Authority may take where the governing body does not comply 
with the notice. Once a governing body can clearly evidence compliance with the requirements 
of a Notice of Concern, the Authority will withdraw the notice. 
 
There is no formal right of appeal to the issue of a notice but any dispute regarding the 
issue or contents of the notice should be made formally in writing to the Chief Finance 
Officer within one week of the issue of the notice. 
 
 

 

 

SECTION 3: INSTALMENTS OF THE BUDGET SHARE; BANKING 
ARRANGEMENTS 

3.1  Frequency of instalments 

Budget shares will be made available to governing bodies each calendar month.  
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3.2  Proportion of budget share payable at each instalment 

Where budget shares are paid into a school’s bank account the share will be calculated in 
accordance with the Bank Accounts for Schools (BAFS) Scheme. In accordance with the BAFS 
Scheme monthly instalments are paid net of expenditure paid on a school’s behalf through the 
Authority’s financial system.  Schools may opt for instalments of the total budget share to be 
made available to them by payment into their school bank account.  Arrangements for this must 
be in place prior to 1st April. 

Where a school uses the Authority’s bank account the entire budget will be available in April 
each year. 
 

3.3  Interest clawback 

The Authority will deduct from a school’s budget share instalments an amount up to the 
estimated interest lost in making available the budget share in advance. The calculation is as 
set out in the BAFS Scheme.  

3.3.1 Interest on late budget share payments 
 
The Authority will add interest to late payments of budget share instalments, where the 
delay is a result of its error, at the same rate applied under clause 3.3. 

 

3.4  Budget shares for closing schools 
The budget share of a school for which approval for discontinuation has been secured will be 
made available until closure on a monthly basis net of pay and other costs, even where a 
different basis was previously used. 
 

3.5  Bank and building society accounts 

All maintained schools may have external bank accounts into which their budget share 
instalments (as determined by other provisions) will be paid. Where schools have such 
accounts they may retain all interest payable on the account unless they choose to have an 
account within an Authority contract that makes other provisions.  

Schools may only opt into the BAfS Scheme with effect from the beginning of a financial year, 
except where a school opens at some other time and wishes to operate a bank account 
immediately. Schools without bank accounts may not have one until any deficit balance is 
cleared; and any school requesting a bank account at a later date may not have one until any 
deficit is cleared. 

When a school opens its first bank account the amount to be paid into it will be estimated jointly 
by the Authority and the school and transferred immediately. The calculation will be based on 
the budget share up to that date net of transactions made centrally on the school’s behalf. 
When the accounts for the period are closed a correction will be made if necessary. 
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3.5.1  Restrictions on accounts 

Where a school wishes to open a new bank account for the purpose of receiving and 
managing its budget share it will choose one from a list made available by the Authority. 
The list will contain at least ten names, which are considered sufficiently financially 
secure for the Authority’s assets to be deposited there. It does not follow that they will 
be willing to open accounts for schools, nor that if they do that it will have the features 
that a school needs. Nor does the Authority guarantee the security of a school’s assets 
held in an institution on the list.   

Where schools have an account open before the 1st April 2001 that is not with a bank 
on the list they will not have to change that account to bank with an approved bank. Any 
school closing an account used to receive its budget share and opening another will 
select the new bank or building society from the list even if the closed account was not 
with an institution on that list. 

Schools’ accounts for budget share purposes may be in the name of the school rather 
than the Authority but with the prefix “CYC”  The Authority will continue arrangements 
whereby the accounts are in the name of the Authority but specific to each school, and 
will continue to offer such arrangements to schools.  Where the bank account is in the 
school’s name the account mandate must provide that the Authority is the owner of the 
funds in the account; that it is entitled to receive statements; and that it can take control 
of the account if the school’s right to a delegated budget is suspended. 

Money paid by the Authority and held in such accounts remains Authority 
property until spent (s.49(5) of the Act). 

 
 
3.6  Borrowing by schools 

Governing bodies may only borrow money with the express written permission of the Secretary 
of State. This does not apply to Trustees and Foundations, whose borrowing, as private bodies, 
makes no impact on Government accounts.  However these debts may not be serviced directly 
from the delegated budget.  Governing bodies do not act as agents of the LA when repaying 
loans.  This provision does not apply to loan schemes run by the Authority (see sections 
4.9/4.10)  Schools are not permitted to use credit cards as this constitutes borrowing. 
 
 
3.7  Other provisions 

The Authority, in consultation with schools, from time to time, may make detailed rules and 
guidance in respect of other aspects of banking arrangements. No aspect of those rules and 
guidance will conflict with the Scheme's own requirements. 
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SECTION 4: THE TREATMENT OF SURPLUS AND DEFICIT 
BALANCES ARISING IN RELATION TO BUDGET SHARES 

4.1  The right to carry forward surplus balances 

Schools may carry forward from one financial year to the next any surplus of income over 
expenditure for the year plus or minus any balance brought forward from the previous year.  

The amount of a surplus balance would be shown in the relevant out-turn statement 
published under s.52 (any  commitments against this figure will be shown in the 
school’s year end  statements).  

The amount to be transferred to a new bank account opened by a school will equal the balance(s) 
from any account(s) closed by the school.  If a school is opening an account for the first time, the 
amount to be transferred will be calculated using the method set out  in the BAFS Scheme.  
 
 
4.2  Reporting on the intended use of surplus balances 
.  
Surplus balances held by schools as permitted under this scheme are subject to the following 
restrictions with effect from 1 April 2007:  
 

a. the Authority shall calculate by 31 May each year the surplus balance, if any, held by 
each school as at the preceding 31 March. For this purpose the balance will be the 
recurrent balance as defined in the Consistent Financial Reporting Framework; 
 

b. the Authority shall deduct from the calculated balance any amounts for which the school 
has a prior year commitment to pay from the surplus balance and any unspent 
Standards Fund grant for the previous financial year; 
 

c. the Authority shall then deduct from the resulting sum any amounts which the governing 
body of the school has declared to be assigned for specific purposes permitted by the 
Authority, and which the Authority is satisfied are properly assigned. To count as 
properly assigned, amounts must not be retained beyond the period stipulated for the 
purpose in question, without the consent of the Authority. In considering whether any 
sums are properly assigned the Authority may also take into account any previously 
declared assignment of such sums but may not take any change in planned 
assignments to be the sole reason for considering that a sum is not properly assigned. 
 
The condition outlined here is intended to ensure schools can build up reserves towards 
particular projects but cannot defer implementation indefinitely.  In deciding whether a 
sum is properly assigned the Scheme may make explicit the right of the Authority to take 
account of a school’s previous plans for any surplus balances in the event that such plans 
have changed.  However, the Authority may not take a change in the plans of a school as 
the only criterion by which it can consider a sum to be properly assigned or not. 
 

d. if the result of steps a-c is a sum greater than 5% of the current year's budget share for 
secondary schools, 8% for primary and special schools, or £25,000 (where that is 
greater than either percentage threshold), then the Authority shall deduct from the 
current year's budget share an amount equal to the excess.  
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Funds deriving from sources other than the Authority will be taken into account in this 
calculation if paid into the budget share account of the school, whether under provisions in this 
scheme or otherwise. 
 
Funds held in relation to a school's exercise of powers under s.27 of the Education Act 2002 
(community facilities) will not be taken into account unless added to the budget share surplus 
by the school as permitted by the Authority.  
 
The total of any amounts deducted from schools' budget shares by the Authority under this 
provision are to be applied to the Schools Budget of the Authority. 
 

Specific purposes permitted by the Authority under paragraph 4.21.c are defined as: 
a. Capital building or refurbishment projects 
b. Major ICT or equipment acquisition or replacement 
c. Specific redundancy or early retirement costs outside the scope of the LEA scheme. 
d. Dealing with the short-term implications of falling pupil numbers whilst class and/or 
staffing structures are reorganised. 

e. Provisions for long-term unexpected staff sickness for those schools not in the Staff 
Absence Scheme. 

 
Other purposes may be considered in exceptional circumstances on a case-by-case basis. 

4.3  Interest on surplus balances 
 
Balances held by the Authority on behalf of schools will attract no interest.  The exception to this will 
be for schools who invest money in the High Interest Scheme.  The scheme will show the basis of 
interest calculation. 
 
 
4.4  Obligation to carry forward deficit balances 

Schools must carry forward from one financial year to the next any deficit of income over 
expenditure for the year plus or minus any balance brought forward from the previous year.  All 
deficit balances reported at the end of a financial year will be carried forward, by deduction 
from the following year's budget share. (see also 4.9) 
 

4.5  Planning for deficit budgets 

Schools may plan for deficits only with the written consent of the Director of  Learning, Culture 
and Children's Services. This consent will indicate the date by which the deficit must be 
cleared. The date can only be extended by a replacement plan made necessary by exceptional 
circumstances. This is known as a licenced deficit.  See paragraph 4.9 for further details. 
 

4.6  Charging of interest on deficit balances 

Deficit balances held by the Authority on behalf of schools will be charged no interest.  
 

4.7 Writing off deficits 
 
The Authority cannot write off the deficit balance of any school.  The LA may give assistance 
towards elimination of a deficit balance.  This would be funded through the allocation of a cash 
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sum from the LA’s Schools Budget (funded from the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG) or the 
LA’s own resource), subject to consultation with the Schools Forum. 
 

4.8  Balances of closing and replacement schools 

When a school closes any balance (whether surplus or deficit) reverts to the Authority. It will 
not be transferred as a balance to any other school, even where the school is a successor to 
the closing school. 

The Authority may, at Members’ discretion, make additional sums available to a successor 
school equal to or less than the balances of relevant preceding schools.  It will inform the 
school of the reason for its decision.  Where a preceding school had a deficit the Authority 
may, also at Members’ discretion, reduce additional funding in recognition of that deficit but will 
not reduce any normal funding, and will inform the school of the basis of calculation. 

4.9  Licensed deficits 

Deficits under this section also includes Loans made under the Schools’ Loan Scheme, 
since they too are funded from other schools’ surpluses.   

All schools will normally plan to spend no more than their budget share plus brought forward 
surplus in each financial year. However long-term planning may lead a school to wish to set a 
deficit budget. In such cases the school will obtain the written consent of the Director of 
Learning, Culture and Children's Services. That consent will be given (if at all) within the 
following constraints: 

 
a) the maximum length over which schools may repay the deficit (ie reach at least  

a zero balance), with appropriate mechanism to ensure that the deficits are not 
simply extended indefinitely. The maximum length allowed should not exceed 
three years except where a longer period has already been agreed prior to a 
revised scheme incorporating a limit not exceeding five years  

b) The purpose of the deficit is among those set out in Annex D 

c) The deficit will be no greater than 10% of the school’s annual budget share for 
the year in which the deficit arises, or such other limits as the Director of 
Learning, Culture and Children’s Services shall set following consultation with 
the Chief Finance Officer. 

d) The aggregate deficits of all schools maintained by the Authority, both brought 
forward and proposed, will not exceed 40% of the surpluses of schools held by 
the Authority at 1st April of the financial year for which the budget is proposed. 

e) The Director of Learning, Culture and Children’s Services will have regard to the 
advice of the Chief Finance Officer of the Authority in agreeing arrangements for 
individual schools. 

Under a licensed deficit scheme the deficit reduces to zero by the end of the repayment 
period because the school has to constrain its expenditure to effect the repayment. No 
'payment' to the school is recorded. 

The Authority will not seek to oppose the application of School Standards Grant for purposes 
other than the reduction of an agreed deficit unless it considers that such application is 
unreasonable in the school’s financial circumstances. 
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4.10  Loan Schemes 

Schools may, instead of agreeing a deficit budget, choose to accept a payment, or have a 
payment made by the Authority on their behalf, funded from the collective surpluses of the 
Authority’s maintained schools. Such a loan will be repaid by the school from its budget share 
according to a written agreement with the Director of Learning, Culture and Children’s Services, 
which will be made in accordance with the conditions set out in clause 4.9a, b, c and d. 

4.10.1  Credit Union approach 

If schools wish to group together to utilise externally held balances for a credit union 
approach to loans they will inform the Authority and provide it with audit certification, if it 
does not itself act as administrator of the arrangement. 

 
 

SECTION 5: INCOME 

The basic principle which the Scheme adheres to is that schools should be able to 
retain income except in certain specified circumstances. 

 

5.1  Income from lettings 

Schools will retain income from lettings of the school premises which would otherwise accrue to 
the Authority, subject to alternative provisions arising from any joint use or PFI agreements. 
Schools may cross-subsidise lettings for community and voluntary use with income from other 
lettings, provided there is no net cost to the budget share. However, schools should have 
regard to directions issued by the Authority (as permitted for various categories of schools 
under the Act) as to the use of school premises. Income from lettings of school premises 
should not normally be payable into voluntary or private funds held by the school. 

Lettings of school premises not owned by the Authority would not be affected by this 
provision. 

 

5.2  Income from fees and charges 

Schools will retain income from fees and charges except where a service is provided by the 
Authority from centrally retained funds. However, schools should have regard to any policy 
statements on charging produced by the Authority. 
 

5.3  Income from fund-raising activities 

Schools will retain income from their own fund-raising activities. 
 

5.4  Income from the sale of assets 

Schools will retain the proceeds of sale of assets except in cases where the asset: 
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• was purchased with non-delegated funds (in which case it will be for the Authority to 
decide whether the school should retain the proceeds), or  

•  is land or buildings forming part of the school premises and is owned by the Authority.  
See paragraph 2.1.4. 

 

5.5  Administrative procedures for the collection of income 

The Authority issues advice to schools in the Finance Manual. Schools share the Authority’s 
VAT registration and must account for VAT on income according to HM Revenue and Custom’s 
regulations. 
 
 
5.6  Purposes for which income may be used 

Income from sale of assets purchased with delegated funds may only be spent for the 
purposes of the school.  
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SECTION 6: THE CHARGING OF SCHOOL BUDGET SHARES 

 

6.1  General Provision 

The Authority will charge the budget share of a school without the consent of the governing 
body only in circumstances expressly permitted by clause 6.2 of the Scheme.  Schools will be 
consulted as to the intention so to charge, and notified when it has been done.  

Disputes arising from such charges shall be referred in the first instance to the Director of 
Learning, Culture and Children’s Services in consultation with the Executive Member for 
Education. 

The right of LAs to protect their financial position from liabilities caused by the action or 
inaction of governing bodies by charging budget shares is well established.   Schools 
are reminded that the Authority cannot act unreasonably in the exercise of any power 
given by the scheme, or it may be the subject of a direction under s.496 of the 
Education Act 1996. 

6.1.1 Charging salaries at actual cost 

The Authority will charge salaries of school-based staff to school budget shares at 
actual cost. 

 

6.2 Circumstances in which charges may be made 
 
The following are circumstances in which charges may be made.  It is not intended to be an 
exhaustive list: 

• Where premature retirement costs have been incurred without the prior written 
agreement of the Authority to bear such costs (the amount chargeable being only the 
excess over any amount agreed by the Authority); 

• Other expenditure incurred to secure resignations where the school had not followed 
Authority advice; 

• Awards by courts and industrial tribunals, or other judicial or non-judicial bodies against 
the Authority, or out of court settlements, arising from action or inaction by the 
governing body contrary to the Authority's advice.   

Awards may sometimes be against the governing body directly and would fall to 
be met from the budget share. Where the Authority is joined with the governing 
body in the action and has expenditure as a result of the governing body not 
taking Authority advice, the charging of the budget share with the Authority 
expenditure protects the Authority's position. NB relevance of section. 60(5) of 
the SSAF Act 1998. 
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Advice given by the Authority includes all regulations, policies and procedures 
that have been communicated to the school. This would include information 
provided to the Headteacher or other staff who might reasonably be expected to 
carry out the policy or procedure, even if the governing body has not been 
specifically informed verbally or in writing. It is for the Headteacher, acting 
according to the delegation scheme in operation at the school under S 1.5 of the 
Scheme, to decide whether to inform governors of the details of the regulations, 
policies and procedures. 

• Expenditure by the Authority in carrying out health and safety work or capital 
expenditure for which the Authority is liable where funds have been delegated to the 
governing body for such work, but the governing body has failed to carry out the 
required work; 

• Expenditure by the Authority incurred in making good defects in building work funded by 
capital spending from budget shares, where the premises are owned by the Authority or 
the school has voluntary controlled status; 

• Expenditure incurred by the Authority in insuring its own interests in a school where 
funding has been delegated but the school has failed to demonstrate that it has 
arranged cover at least as good as that which would be arranged by the Authority; 
 

§ See also 10.1 Insurance Cover. 

• Recovery of payment due from a school for services provided to the school, where a 
dispute over the payment due has been referred to a disputes procedure set out in a 
service level agreement, and the result is that payment is owed by the school to the 
Authority; 

• Recovery of penalties imposed on the Authority by, the Contributions Agency, HM 
Revenue and Customs, Teachers Pensions or regulatory authorities as a result of 
school negligence or action contrary to the Authority’s advice.  

• Correction of Authority errors in calculating charges to a budget share (e.g. pension 
deductions) 

Before applying any such provision the Authority will consider whether it is 
reasonable to do so.  

• Additional transport costs incurred by the Authority arising from decisions by the 
governing body on the length of the school day, and failure to notify the Authority of 
non-pupil days resulting in unnecessary transport costs. 

• Legal costs which are incurred by the Authority because the governing body did not 
accept the advice of the Authority (see also Section 11). 

• Costs of necessary health and safety training for staff employed by the Authority, where 
funding for training had been delegated but the necessary training not carried out. 

• Compensation paid to a lender where a school enters into a contract for borrowing 
beyond its legal powers, and the contract is of no effect. 

• Costs of work done in respect of teacher pension remittance and records for schools 
using non-Authority payroll contractors, the charge to be the minimum needed to meet 
the cost of the Authority’s compliance with its statutory obligations 
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• Costs incurred by the Authority in securing provision specified in a statement of SEN 
where the governing body of a school fails to secure such provision despite the 
delegation of funds in respect of that statement 

• Costs incurred by the Authority due to submission by the school of incorrect data 

• Recovery of amounts spent from specific grants on ineligible purposes 

• Costs incurred by the Authority as a result of the governing body being in breach of a 
contract 

For each of these circumstances (except 6.2.11) the Authority would have to 
be able to demonstrate that it had necessarily incurred the expenditure now 
charged to the budget share. This means that where the Authority cannot incur 
a liability because the statutory responsibility rests elsewhere, no charging is 
possible. Therefore the position on charging will vary between categories of 
school. 

 

6.3 General Teaching Council 
 
Fees to be deducted from teachers’ salaries and remitted to the General Teaching Council for 
England. 
 
The General Teaching Council for England (Deduction of Fees) Regulations 2001 (the 
Regulations”, S.I. 2001 No. 3993) came into force on 10 January 2002. The Regulations apply 
to teachers at maintained schools registered with the General Teaching Council for England 
(“the GTC”) or required to be so registered by the Teachers (Compulsory Registration) 
(England) Regulations 2001 (S.I. 2001 No. 1266). The Regulations place a duty on the 
employer of such teachers to deduct and remit the GTC fee in respect of a teacher who has 
not already paid the fee to the GTC where the GTC has notified the employer to deduct and 
remit the fee of that teacher. This includes teachers who have indicated to the GTC that they 
wish to pay the fee by a salary deduction as well as teachers who have not indicated how they 
wish to pay the fee. 
 
In order to ensure the performance of the duties to deduct and remit the fee imposed on 
employers by the Regulations the following conditions are imposed on the Authority and 
governing bodies of all maintained schools covered by this Scheme in relation to their budget 
shares and come into effect on 28 February 2002: 
 
By virtue of section 46 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 and the regulations 
made under that section (at present the Financing of Maintained Schools (England) 
Regulations 2001 (S.I. 2001 No. 475, Part II Schedule 1) the costs of payroll administration for 
teachers in the Authority’s maintained schools fall to be met from the budget shares which are 
allocated to governing bodies pursuant to section 47 of the Act, and which are delegated to 
them pursuant to sections 49-50. Accordingly, by virtue of Chapter IV of Part II of that Act and 
this Scheme, governing bodies of maintained schools are responsible for making suitable 
arrangements (or ensuring that such arrangements are made) for the administration of payroll 
services in respect of their teachers. 
 
A governing body of a community school, community special school or a 
voluntary controlled school, though not the employer of the teachers at such a school, shall:  
 

(a) Where the governing body has entered into any arrangement or agreement with 
the Authority to provide payroll services, ensure that any such arrangement or 
agreement is amended to allow for the deduction and remittance of fees by the 
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Authority to the GTC. The governing body shall meet any consequential costs 
from the school’s budget share; 

 
(b) Where the governing body has entered into any arrangement or agreement with 

a person other than the Authority to provide payroll services, ensure that any 
such arrangement or agreement is amended to allow for the deduction and 
remittance of fees by that person to the Authority or directly to the GTC where 
this has been agreed between the GTC and the Authority. The governing body 
shall meet any consequential costs from the school’s budget share; and 

 
(c) Where the governing body directly administers the payroll, deduct and remit the 

fees to the Authority or directly to the GTC where this has been agreed between 
the GTC and the Authority. The governing body shall meet any consequential 
costs from the school’s budget share. 

 
A governing body of a foundation school, a foundation special school or a voluntary aided 
school, as the employer of its teachers, is by virtue of the Regulations under a duty to deduct 
(or arrange for the deduction of) the fee and to remit the fee to the GTC. Accordingly, such a 
governing body shall: - 
 

(a) Where the governing body has entered into any arrangement or agreement with 
the Authority to provide payroll services, ensure that any such arrangement or 
agreement is amended to allow for the deduction and remittance of the fees by 
the Authority to the GTC on the governing body’s behalf. The Authority shall 
agree to any such amendment. The governing body shall meet any 
consequential costs from the school’s budget share; 

 
(b) Where the governing body has entered into any arrangement or agreement with 

a person other than the Authority to provide payroll services, ensure that any 
such arrangement or agreement is amended to allow for the deduction and 
remittance of the fees by that person to the GTC or to the governing body for 
onward transmission to GTC. The governing body shall meet any consequential 
costs from the school’s budget share; and 

 
(c) Where the governing body directly administers the payroll, deduct and remit the 

fees to the GTC. The governing body shall meet any consequential costs from 
the school’s budget share. 

 
All this shall be done whether the funding for the salary payments is paid to the Authority by the 
school from budget share installments which have been held by the school in an independent 
bank account, or the salary costs are directly charged by the Authority to the school’s budget 
share account. 

 

 

SECTION 7: TAXATION 

7.1  Value Added Tax 

The procedure schools should follow in order to be able to utilise the Authority's ability to 
reclaim VAT on expenditure relating to non-business activity is to be found in the Finance 
Manual. Amounts so reclaimed will be passed back to the school net of any VAT on income 
received by the school due to be paid to HM Revenue and Customs.  
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 HM Revenue and Customs have agreed that VAT incurred by schools when spending 
any funding made available by the Authority is treated as being incurred by the  
Authority and qualifies for reclaim by the Authority.  This does not include expenditure 
by the governors of a voluntary aided school when carrying out their statutory 
responsibilities to maintain the external fabric of their buildings. 

 

7.2  CIS (Construction Industry Scheme) 

Schools will abide by procedures issued by the Authority in connection with CIS. 

See Finance Manual, Chapter 7 

 

 

SECTION 8: THE PROVISION OF SERVICES AND FACILITIES BY THE 
AUTHORITY  

 

8.1  Provision of services from centrally retained budgets 

The Authority will determine on what basis services (including Premature Retirement 
Compensation (PRC) and redundancy payments) from centrally retained funds will be provided 
to schools, but it will not discriminate in its provision of services on the basis of categories of 
schools except where (a) funding has been delegated to some schools only or (b) such 
discrimination is justified by differences in statutory duties. 
 

8.2  Provision of services bought back from the Authority 
 using delegated budgets 

The term of any arrangement between the Authority and a school to buy services or facilities 
from the Authority will be of a maximum of three years from the inception of the scheme or the 
date of the agreement, whichever is the later. Any subsequent agreement relating to the same 
services shall have a maximum term of five years except in the case of catering services 
contracts, which may extend to seven years. 

Where the Authority provides a service for which expenditure may not be retained 
centrally under regulations made under S46 of the Act it will be offered at a price which 
is expected to generate income which is no less than the cost of providing that service. 
Total cost will be met by total income, even if schools are charged differentially. 
Information about the services provided by the Authority can be found in the Services to 
Schools booklet.  See 8.3 below 

 

8.2.1  Packaging 

Any service which the Authority provides on a buyback basis will be offered in a way 
which does not unreasonably restrict schools' freedom of choice among the services 
available, and where practicable, this will include provision on a service-by-service basis 
as well as in packages of services.  
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This provision would not prevent the Authority offering packages of services 
which offer a discount for schools taking up a wider range of services.  

 

8.3  Service agreements 

The Authority will make draft service agreements available for consideration by governing 
bodies at least one month before they must be agreed, where a date has been set for 
agreement in order to allow proper financial management. That date will usually be the at the 
end of the Autumn term before the agreement becomes operational on 1st April.  This excludes 
centrally arranged premises and liability insurance, as these limitations may be impractical for 
insurance purposes. 

Where services or facilities are: 

• provided under a service agreement - whether free or on a buyback basis - the terms of 
any such agreement starting on or after the inception of the scheme will be reviewed at 
least every three years if the agreement lasts longer than that. 

• offered at all by the Authority they will be available on a basis which is not related to an 
extended agreement, as well as on the basis of such agreements. 

• provided on an ad hoc basis they may be charged for at a different rate than if provided 
on the basis of an extended agreement. 

 

8.4  Teachers’ Pensions 

In order to ensure that the performance of the duty on the Authority to supply Teachers 
Pensions with information under the Teachers’ Pension Regulations 1997, the following 
conditions are imposed on the Authority and governing bodies of all maintained schools 
covered by this Scheme in relation to their budget shares.  The conditions only apply to 
governing bodies of maintained schools that have not entered into arrangement with the 
Authority to provide payroll services. 

A governing body of any maintained school, whether or not the employer of the teachers at 
such a school, which has entered into any arrangement or agreement with a person other than 
the Authority to provide payroll services, shall ensure that any such arrangement or agreement 
is varied to require that person to supply salary, service and pensions data to the Authority.  
This is required to enable the Authority to submit its annual return of salary and service to 
Teachers’ Pensions and to produce its audited contributions certificate.  The Authority will 
advise schools each year of the timing, format and specification of the information required.  A 
governing body shall also ensure that any such arrangement or agreement is varied to require 
that Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs) are passed to the Authority within the time limits 
specified in the AVC scheme.  The governing body shall meet any consequential costs from 
the school’s budget share. 

The governing body of any maintained school which directly administers its payroll shall supply 
salary, service and pensions data to the Authority which the Authority requires to submit its 
annual return of salary and service to Teachers’ Pensions and to produce its audited 
contributions certificate.  The Authority will advise schools each year of the timing, format and 
specification of the information required.  A governing body shall also ensure that any such 
arrangement or agreement is varied to require that Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs) 
be passed to the Authority within the time limits specified in the AVC scheme.  The governing 
body shall meet any consequential costs from the school’s budget share. 
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SECTION 9: PRIVATE FINANCE INITIATIVE and PUBLIC/PRIVATE 
PARTNERSHIPS (PFI/PPP) 

The Authority will not enter any PFI/PPP contract without the agreement of the governing body 
of the school concerned on the relative liabilities of the Authority and the school over the 
payments of charges to the contractor, or the method of withholding of payments due to poor 
performance. 

The Authority has the power to charge the school’s budget share amounts agreed under a 
PFI/PPP agreement entered into by the governing body of a school. 

 

 
 

SECTION 10: INSURANCE 

10.1  Insurance cover 

Where funds for insurance are delegated to any school, the Authority will require the school to 
demonstrate that cover relevant to its insurable interests, under a policy arranged by the 
governing body, is at least as good as the relevant minimum cover arranged by the Authority if 
the Authority makes such arrangements, either paid for from central funds or from contributions 
from schools' delegated budgets.  The Authority will have regard to the actual risks which might 
reasonably be expected to arise at the school in question and will not apply an arbitrary 
minimum level of cover for all schools. 

 (see also 6.2) 

 

SECTION 11: MISCELLANEOUS 

11.1  Right of access to information 

Governing bodies will supply all financial and other information which might reasonably be 
required to enable the Authority to satisfy itself as to the school's management of its delegated 
budget share, or the use made of central expenditure by the Authority (e.g. earmarked funds) 
on the school. 
 

11.2  Liability of governors 

As the governing body is a corporate body, and because of the terms of s.50(7) of the Act, 
governors of maintained schools will not incur personal liability in the exercise of their power to 
spend the delegated budget share provided they act collectively in good faith. 

An example of behaviour which is not in good faith is the carrying out of fraudulent acts.  
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11.3  Governors' expenses 

The Authority may delegate to the governing body of a school yet to receive a delegated 
budget funds to meet governors' expenses. 

Under schedule 11 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998, only allowances in 
respect of purposes specified in regulations may be paid to governors from a school's 
delegated budget share. Therefore payment of any other allowances will not be made by 
schools. Schools will not pay expenses duplicating those paid by the Secretary of State to 
additional governors appointed by him to schools under special measures. 
 

11.4  Responsibility for legal costs 

Legal costs incurred by the governing body, although the responsibility of the Authority as part 
of the cost of maintaining the school unless they relate to the statutory responsibility of aided 
school governors for buildings, will be charged to the school's budget share unless the 
governing body acts in accordance with the advice of the Authority. 

In the event of a dispute between the Authority and the governing body which would lead to a 
conflict of interest for the Authority’s legal advisor, Governors should consult the Legal Services 
Service Agreement. 

See also section 6. The effect of this is that a school cannot expect to be reimbursed 
with the cost of legal action against the Authority itself (although there is nothing to stop 
it making such reimbursement if it believes this to be desirable or necessary in the 
circumstances) 

 

11.5  Health and Safety 

Governing bodies will have due regard to duties placed on the Authority in relation to health 
and safety, and the Authority's policy on health and safety matters in the management of the 
budget share. 
 

11.6  Right of attendance for Chief Finance Officer 

Governing bodies in expending the school's budget share will permit the Chief Finance Officer 
of the Authority, or any officer of the Authority nominated by the Chief Finance Officer, to 
attend meetings of the governing body at which any agenda items are relevant to the exercise 
of her or his responsibilities. 

The Chief Finance Officer's attendance will normally be limited to items which relate to issues 
of probity or overall financial management; such attendance will not be regarded as routine. 
The Authority will give prior notice of such attendance unless it is impracticable to do so. 
 

11.7  Delegation to new schools 

The Authority may delegate selectively and optionally to the governing bodies of schools which 
have yet to receive delegated budgets. It may delegate limited spending powers to a school 
which has not yet opened, in advance of delegating its budget.  Under S 49 (1) - (3) of the Act, 
the Authority will ensure that a new school receives a delegated budget not later than the date 
on which it opens (i.e. the day on which it first admits pupils).  
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11.8  Optional delegation 

Where a school exercises an option to receive delegated or devolved funding for an item, that 
option may only be exercised once a year, no later than the last Friday of the penultimate week 
of the autumn term prior to the start of such delegation on the first day of April in the following 
year.   

(See paragraph 8.3)  
 

11.9   Special Educational Needs 

Schools are required to use their best endeavours in spending the budget share, to secure the 
special educational needs of their pupils.  Where this is not the case the Authority has the right 
to suspend delegation were the situation considered serious enough to warrant it. 
 

11.10 “Whistleblowing” 

The Authority has approved a procedure to be followed by anyone who wishes to complain 
about financial management or financial propriety at a school. Governors should adopt a 
Whistleblowing Policy, appropriate to their school, which allows any member of staff to make 
their concerns known without fear of victimisation, and to be confident that they will be taken 
seriously. 

Full details are available in Human Resources manual.  
 

11.11  Child protection 

Schools will make all reasonable efforts to release staff to attend child protection case 
conferences and related events. The Authority does not make any payments to schools to help 
meet the costs. 
 

11.12  School meals policy 

The Authority has no schools meals policy document. Schools will be consulted if one is to be 
introduced.   

 

 

SECTION 12: RESPONSIBILITY FOR REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 

 

12.1    School Responsibilities  

The Authority will delegate all funding for repairs and maintenance to schools.  Governing 
bodies will fund all repairs and maintenance from their delegated budgets or resources 
extended to the Authority. VA governors will continue to be eligible for grant from the DCSF in 
respect of their statutory responsibilities and in addition they will have responsibility for other 
repair and maintenance items on the same basis as Community and Foundation schools. 
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12.2    Capital Expenditure 

Only capital expenditure will be retained by the Authority, as defined in regulations.  For these 
purposes, expenditure will be treated as capital only if it fits the definition of capital used by the 
Authority for financial accounting purposes in line with the CIPFA Code of Practice on local 
authority accounting.  In particular, where, in line with the Code of Practice, the Authority uses 
a de minimis limit for defining what expenditure is treated as capital and what is revenue in its 
financial accounts, the same de minimis limit will be used in defining what is delegated.  
 

12.3    The de minimis Limit 

The de minimis limit is currently £2000.  

 

 

SECTION 13: COMMUNITY FACILITIES 
 

13.1 Introduction 

Schools which choose to exercise the power conferred by s.27 (1) of the Education Act 2002 to 
provide community facilities will be subject to a range of controls.  First, regulations made 
under s.28 (2), if made, can specify activities which may not be undertaken at all under the 
main enabling power.  Secondly, the school is obliged to consult the Authority and have regard 
to advice from the Authority.  Thirdly, the Secretary of State issues guidance to governing 
bodies about a range of issues connected with exercise of the power, and a school must have 
regard to that. 

However, under s.28 (1), the main limitation and restrictions on the power will be: 
a). Those contained in a school’s own instrument of government, if any; and 
 
b). In this, the Authority’s scheme for financing schools made under section 48 of the SSFA 

1998.  Paragraph 2 of Schedule 3 to the Education Act 2002 extends the coverage of 
scheme to the powers of governing bodies to provide community facilities. 

Schools are therefore subject to prohibitions, restrictions and limitation in the scheme for 
financing schools. 

This section of the scheme does not extend to joint-use agreements; transfer of control 
agreements or agreements between the Authority and schools to secure the provision of adult 
and community learning. 
 

13.2 School Budget Share and Community Facilities 

The schools budget share must not be used to fund community facilities– either start-up costs 
or ongoing expenditure – or to meet deficits arising from such activities. 
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13.3 Mismanagement of Community Facilities Funds 

Mismanagement of Community Facilities Powers funds can be grounds for suspension of the 
right to a delegated budget. 
 

13.4 Consultation with the Authority – Financial Aspects 

Section 28(4) of the Education Act 2002 requires that before exercising the community facilities 
power, governing bodies must consult the Authority, and have regard to advice given to them. 
 

13.5 Procedure for Consultation - Schools 

Schools must seek the advice of the Authority before exercising the community facilities power.  
This must be done three months before the intended opening date for the facility.  Advice should 
be sought from the Authority’s Schools Business Support and Extended Schools teams.  Schools 
should provide all the information they hold when seeking advice including the following: 

• Proposed activity to take place 
• Governance arrangements 
• Planned income and expenditure 
• Use of school buildings (within and outside the normal school day) 
• Insurance arrangements 
• Assessment of risk (financial or otherwise) associated with the proposal 
• Involvement of third parties (including proposed funding agreements) 
• Proposed banking arrangements 

 

13.6  Procedure for Consultation – The Authority 

The Authority shall provide advice within six weeks.  Schools must inform the Authority about 
the action they have taken with regard to the advice given. 
 

13.7 Funding Agreements 

The provision of community facilities in many schools may be dependant on the conclusion of 
a funding agreement with a third party which will either be supplying funding or supply funding 
and taking part in the provision.  Any such agreement must be submitted to the Authority as 
part of the proposal.  Schools are advised to take legal advice before entering into any such 
agreement.  This does not provide the Authority the right to veto the agreement. 
 

13.8 Other restrictions and Limitations 

If the Authority has reason to believe that the proposed project carries significant financial risks 
it may require the governing body concerned to make arrangements to protect the financial 
interests of the Authority by either carrying out the activity concerned through the vehicle of a 
limited company formed for the purpose, or by obtaining indemnity insurance for risks 
associated with the project in question, as specified by the Authority. 

The Authority does not intend to impose any further specific restrictions on schools with regard 
to this provision but would expect governing bodies to be aware of the need to safeguard the 
financial position of the Authority or school and to protect pupil welfare and education as well 
as the sensitivities and needs of the community in exercising this power. See also 13.10. 
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13.9 Supply of Financial Information 

Schools that exercise the community facilities power must provide the Authority with a 
summary financial statement every six months.  This statement must be in a form determined 
by the Authority and show the income and expenditure for the school arising from the facilities 
in question for the previous six months and on an estimate basis, for the next six months.  The 
financial information relating to community facilities will be included in the school’s Consistent 
Financial Reporting return. 

 

13.10 Cause for Concern 

The Authority may require, on giving notice to a school where it believes there to be cause for 
concern as to the school’s management of the financial consequences of the exercise of the 
community facilities power, such financial statements to be supplied every three months.   If the 
Authority sees fit, it will require the submission of a recovery plan for the activity in question.  
Schedule 15 of the Act makes mismanagement of funds received for community facilities a 
basis for suspension of the right to delegation of the budget share. 
 

13.11 Audit 

A school that exercises its community facilities powers must grant the Authority access to the 
school’s records connected with its community facilities.  This is to facilitate internal and 
external audit of relevant income and expenditure. 
 

13.12 Property of Other Persons held on the School’s Premises 

Schools, in concluding funding agreements with other persons pursuant to the exercise of the 
community facilities power, must ensure that such agreements contain adequate provision for 
access by the Authority to the records and other property of those persons held on the school 
premises, or held elsewhere insofar as they relate to the activity in question.  This is for the 
Authority to be able to be satisfied as to the propriety of expenditure on the facilities in question. 
 

13.13 Income 

Schools may retain all net income derived from community facilities except where otherwise 
agreed with a funding provider, whether that is the Authority or some other person.  
 

13.14 Surpluses 

Schools will be allowed to carry such retained net income over from one financial year to the 
next as a separate community facilities surplus, or, subject to the agreement of the Authority at 
the end of each financial year, transfer all or part of it to the schools reserves. 
 

13.15  Deficits  

If there is a deficit on community facilities and the Authority needs to recover funds to meet 
third party liabilities it may only do so from any accumulated community facilities surplus. If this 
is insufficient the Authority will have to meet the liabilities from its own resources. 
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13.16 Closing Schools 

If the school is a community or community special school, and the Authority ceases to maintain 
the school, any accumulated retained income obtained from exercise of the community facilities 
power reverts to the Authority unless otherwise agreed with a funding provider. 
 

13.17 Health and Safety Matters  

All health and safety provisions of this Scheme will apply to the community facilities power. 
 

13.18 Criminal Records Bureau Clearance 

The governing body will have the responsibility for the costs of securing Criminal Records 
Bureau clearance for all adults involved in community activities taking place during the school 
day. Governing bodies would be free to pass on such costs to a funding partner as part of an 
agreement with that partner. 
 

13.19 Insurance 

It is the responsibility of the governing body to ensure adequate arrangements are made for 
insurance against risks arising from the exercise of the community facilities power, taking 
professional advice as necessary. Such insurance should not be funded from the school 
budget share. The school should seek the Authority’s advice before finalising any insurance 
arrangement for community facilities. 
 

13.20 Assessment of the Insurance Arrangements 

The Authority is empowered to undertake its own assessment of the insurance arrangements 
made by a school in respect of community facilities, and if it judges those arrangements to be 
inadequate, make arrangements itself and charge the resultant cost to the school. Such costs 
cannot be charged to the school’s budget share. 
 

13.21 Taxation 

Schools should seek the advice of the Authority and the local VAT office on any issues relating 
to the possible imposition of Value Added Tax on expenditure in connection with community 
facilities, including the use of the local authority VAT reclaim facility. 
 

13.22 Employment of Staff 

Schools are reminded that if any member of staff employed by the school or the Authority in 
connection with community facilities at the school is paid from funds held in a school’s own 
bank account the school is held liable for payment of income tax and National Insurance, in line 
with HM Revenue and Customs’ rules. 
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13.23 Construction Industry Scheme 

Schools are required to follow the Authority’s advice in relation to the Construction Industry 
Scheme where this is relevant to the exercise of the community facilities power. 

13.24 Banking 

The Authority requires the schools to make banking arrangements, in connection with the 
community facilities power, that maintains separate bank accounts for budget share and 
community facilities.  These accounts must comply with Section 3.5 of this Scheme, save that, 
where a bank account is set up specifically for community facilities, the account mandate 
should not imply that the Authority is the owner of the funds in the account except insofar as 
those funds have been provided by the Authority itself.  
 

13.25 Borrowing Money 

Schools are reminded that they should not borrow money without the written consent of the 
Secretary of State. This requirement does not extend to monies lent to schools by the Authority. 
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ANNEXES 
 
The following pages contain: 

 

Annex A Schools Maintained by City of York Council Covered by this Scheme 

Annex B  Information Requirements 

Annex C Best Value 

Annex D Purposes for which Deficits are Permitted  

 

 

 
[Back]
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ANNEX A Schools maintained by City of York Council covered by this Scheme 
 
NURSERY SCHOOLS 

DCSF No. SCHOOL NAME FEDERATION  
1000 St Paul’s Nursery   

 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

DCSF No. SCHOOL NAME FEDERATION NURSERY UNIT 
2000 Acomb Primary   
3229 Archbishop of York CE Junior   
3222 Askham Richard St Mary's CE    
2431 Badger Hill Primary   
2386 Bishopthorpe Infant   
2024 Burton Green Infant  üüüü 
2003 Carr Infant  üüüü 
2002 Carr Junior   
2018 Clifton Green Primary  üüüü 
2253 Clifton Without F1  
2013 Copmanthorpe Primary   
2006 Derwent Infant F2 üüüü 
2005 Derwent Junior F2  
2007 Dringhouses Primary   
3151 Dunnington CE Primary   
3152 Elvington CE Primary   
3400 English Martyrs’ RC F3  
2008 Fishergate Primary  üüüü 
3156 Fulford St Oswald’s CE   
2009 Haxby Road Primary   
2241 Headlands Primary   
2001 Hempland Primary   
3302 Heworth CE Primary   
2028 Hob Moor Primary F4 üüüü 
2180 Huntington Primary   
2011 Knavesmire Primary  üüüü 
2428 Lakeside Primary   
3158 Lord Deramore’s Primary   
3159 Naburn CE Primary   
3901 New Earswick Primary    
2176 Osbaldwick Primary   
3404 Our Lady’s RC Primary F3 üüüü 
2012 Park Grove Primary   
2029 Poppleton Ousebank Primary  üüüü 
2014 Poppleton Road Primary   
2058 Ralph Butterfield Primary   
2201 Rawcliffe Infant F1 üüüü 
3212 Robert Wilkinson Primary   
2349 Rufforth Primary   
2016 Scarcroft Primary   
2169 Skelton Primary   
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PRIMARY SCHOOLS Continued 

DCSF No. SCHOOL NAME FEDERATION NURSERY UNIT 
3401 St Aelred’s RC Primary  üüüü 
3002 St Barnabas’ CE Primary   
3402 St George’s RC Primary  üüüü 
3305 St Lawrence’s CE Primary  üüüü 
3003 St Paul’s CE Primary   
3403 St Wilfrid's RC Primary   
2227 Stockton-on-the-Forest Primary    
2429 Tang Hall Primary  üüüü 
2017 Westfield Primary  üüüü 
3380 Wheldrake with Thorganby CE Primary   
2240 Wigginton Primary   
2027 Woodthorpe Primary  üüüü 
2015 Yearsley Grove Primary  üüüü 
   

SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
DCSF No. SCHOOL NAME FEDERATION POST 16 
4702 All Saint's RC School  üüüü 
4500 Archbishop Holgate's CE School   
4227 Burnholme Community College   
4003 Canon Lee School   
4153 Fulford School  üüüü 
4063 Huntington School  üüüü 
4508 Joseph Rowntree School  üüüü 
4602 Manor CE School   
4229 Millthorpe School   
4703 York High School   
   

SPECIAL SCHOOLS 
DCSF No. SCHOOL NAME FEDERATION  
7032 Applefields School  üüüü 
7033 Hob Moor Oaks School F4  

 
 
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE CENTRES 

5923 Carr Infant ERC 
5927 Fulford School 
5924 Fulford St Oswald’s ERC 
5920 Haxby Road ERC 
5929 St Paul’s Nursery ERC 
5925 Westfield ERC 
5921 York High ERC 
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ANNEX B Information Requirements 

 
Information requirements are: 
 

• Available on the Council website at: 
www.york.gov.uk/education/Schools_and_colleges/School_plans_performance/31/zDat
a_calendar/  

 
• Circulated to schools annually in the Timetable for Submission of Returns to LCCS 

Finance:   2008 – 2009 
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ANNEX C:  Best Value 
 
BEST VALUE AND SCHOOLS 
 
1. This statement is intended to assist schools in considering the relevance of best value 
principles to the expenditure of funds from their delegated budget share. When submitting 
annual budget plans, schools are required to say how best value principles are being followed. 
 
2. Best value is a statutory duty to deliver services to clear standards, covering both cost and 
quality, the most effective, economic and efficient means available. Legislation is to place a 
duty on local authorities to secure best value in respect of the way in which they exercise their 
functions. The new duty is not intended to apply to those functions which are exercised by the 
governing bodies of authority maintained schools. However, schools will be encouraged to 
adopt the best value performance management framework. 
 
3. In relation to schools and expenditure from delegated budgets, the main features of best 
value can be summarised as a need for the governing body of a school to ensure: 
 

a. the existence of a programme of performance review which will aim for continual 
improvement. Existing mechanisms such as school development plans and post-
OFSTED inspection plans can be developed to satisfy the requirements for review. The 
reviews should  include: 
 

• challenging how and why a service is provided (including consideration of 
alternative providers); 
 

• comparison of performance against other schools taking into account the views 
of parents and pupils; 
 

• mechanisms to consult stakeholders, especially parents and pupils; 
 

• embracing competition as a means of securing efficient and effective services; 
 

b. the development of a framework of performance indicators and targets which will 
provide a clear practical expression of a school's performance, taking national 
requirements into account; 
 
c. that the following are included in school development plans - 
 

• a summary of objectives and strategy for the future; 
• forward targets on an annual and longer term basis; 
• description of the means by which performance targets will be achieved; 
• a report on current performance 

 
d. that internal and external audit takes place ensuring that performance information is 
scrutinised. Authority oversight of school finances provides external review. 
 

4. The independent inspection and intervention elements of the best value framework will be 
the responsibility of other bodies and therefore not relevant to demonstration by a governing 
body of adherence to best value principles.  
 
A sample Best Value Statement can be found in the FMSiS Toolkit by follow this link: 
 

www.fmsis.info/uploads/R37.doc  
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ANNEX D Purposes for which Deficits are Permitted 

  

The excess expenditure leading to a deficit will be on items associated with: 

• falling pupil numbers, including managing a reduction in staff and other costs of surplus 
places (until they are removed); 

• repair and maintenance of the school building (whether capital or not) 

• rising pupil numbers as shown by the September intake at a school. In this case the 
expenditure may not exceed the AWPU value of the increased numbers and must be 
repaid by the end of the following financial year. 

• asset purchases (e.g. IT equipment, audio-visual equipment or other educational 
equipment such as a School minibus) 

• improvements to school property 

• investment projects that produce future revenue savings (e.g. energy efficiency 
projects or projects to improve security in schools.) 

• Other items approved by the Director of  Learning, Culture and Children's Services 
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Decision Session – Executive Member for 
Children and Young People’s Services  

13th October 2009 

 
Report of the Director of Learning, Culture and Children’s Services 

 

‘Quality and Access for all Young Children’ – Allocation of 
Early Years Capital Grant 

 

Summary 

1. This paper seeks decision on applications from early years and childcare 
providers in the Private, Voluntary and Independent (PVI) sector from 
the local authority’s allocation of the ‘Quality and Access for All Young 
Children Capital Grant’.  The applications have been reviewed by a 
consultative panel established for this purpose. This paper captures the 
panel’s recommendations. 

 

 Background 

2.     In November 2007 the Department for Children Schools and Families 
(DCSF) announced the ‘Quality and Access for all Young Children – 
Early Years Capital grant’.  This grant has three aims: 

a) To improve the quality of the learning environment in early years 
settings to support delivery of the Early Years Foundation Stage, 
with a particular emphasis on improving play and physical 
activities; and Information, Communications and Technology 
resources. 

b) To ensure all children, including disabled children, are able to 
access provision. 

c) To enable PVI providers to deliver the extension to the free offer 
for three and four year olds and to do so flexibly. 

 
3.     While the Maintained sector was not precluded, the DCSF has 

emphasised that the majority of this capital grant should be used for the 
private, voluntary and independent (PVI) early years and childcare 
settings. 

 
4.     This capital grant must be used for the three broad purposes set out 

above, but it is for the Local Authority to decide how best to deploy the 
grant for maximum impact and value for money. For example, the grant 
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can be used to fund 100% of the cost of work/equipment or any 
proportion as appropriate. 

 
 5.    On the 17th July 2008, the  Executive Member and Advisory Panel 

(EMAP) approved a process for inviting all eligible providers to bid into 
the fund. Three dates were announced as closing dates for batches of 
bids to be considered. Two further dates were announced at Decision 
Session – Executive Member for Children and Young People’s Services 
on 9th June 2009. The current paper reports on the third tranche of bids, 
the closing date for which was 27th May 2009. A copy of the letter sent to 
providers announcing the grant is attached at Annex A. 

 
6.    At the Decision Session on 9th June 2009, approval was given for 46 bids 

in the second tranche. 41 bids were approved in the first tranche – at 
EMAP of 19 January 2009. 

 
7.  Applicants have to sign a contract if their bids are approved. In general, 

on return of the contract, the project is allocated 50% of the amount 
approved. Final payment is made on receipt of final invoice after the 
project is complete. (A copy of the contract is attached as Annex B.) So 
far 28 projects from the first tranche and one from the second tranche 
have been completed.  

 
8. Successful applications for large sums of funding (£50,000 or more) may 

be treated differently from the above. For such projects a payment 
scheme is recommended which more closely matches the expected 
expenditure profile of each project. The payment scheme will be agreed 
with the applicants if their applications are approved. This will be part of 
the contract signed with them. Sums over £50,000 will also have to be 
approved by the full Executive before any such detail can be agreed with 
applicants. 

 
9. Further progress reports have now been received on first wave projects, 

on the basis of  a detailed monitoring form issued 6 months after the 
completion of the project.  This monitoring form specifically challenges  
the provider to assess the impact of the project against the 4 Themes and 
Principles of the Early Years Foundation Stage.  A copy of the monitoring 
form is at Annex C. 

 
10. Since the DCSF announcement in November 2007, members of the Early 

Years and Childcare Partnership, as well as other stakeholders, have 
been supporting the Early Years and Children’s Centre Service in 
promoting the fund to early years and childcare providers in the city. This 
has resulted in applications from a large number of providers, many of 
which have applied more than once. A total 218 applications have been 
received so far (96 applications were decided upon within the first two 
tranches).  

 
11.   A total of £730k has been allocated to applications of tranches 1 and 2. 

Most of the funding has been for outdoor play equipment – 52%. Building 
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works received 13%,  another 13% went for IT equipment and 11% for 
canopies. The rest was for resources, furniture, etc. 

 
12.  Providers from areas across the city have been awarded grants from the 

fund. Annex D gives a breakdown of amounts from tranches 1 and 2 
allocated to settings by Ward areas of the city. 

 
Consultation  

13.  The criteria for application into the funding stream emphasises the need 
for applicants to provide clear evidence of consultation with key partners, 
particularly through their Shared Foundation Partnerships. The bids 
approved must also be consistent with the local Child Care Sufficiency 
Assessment for the authority, a document produced in York following 
major consultation activity with all stakeholders including users of 
childcare services. 

 
14. The assessment panel convened to consider the bids was drawn from 

membership of the ‘places sub-group’ which is part of the Early Years and 
Extended Schools Partnership.  Members of the panel included the Pre-
School Learning Alliance, the National Childminding Association, the 
National Day Nurseries association, as well as representatives from 
Education Planning, Finance, the Training and Development Unit and the 
Early Years and Children’s Centre Service.  All bids were assessed 
against a set of agreed criteria. 
 
Options  

15. The Executive Member has the option of approving or rejecting the 
recommendations in this paper on applications from the Private, Voluntary 
and Independent sector. Certain bids over £50,000 will need to go to the 
full Executive; in these cases, the Executive Member is being invited to 
agree that these schemes should be passed on to her colleagues for 
approval. 
 
Analysis 

 
16.  Research shows that children will only benefit fully from early education 

and care if it is of high quality: a high quality setting also needs the right 
built environment and adequate and appropriate resources. This means 
providing enough space for larger group sizes which can also be used 
flexibly and up-to date facilities and equipment to support children’s 
learning and development. This Quality and Access grant is allowing City 
of York Council to invest strategically to ensure that the PVI sector is able 
to deliver high quality learning and development for all children. This is 
particularly important for York given that most of the city’s three and four 
year old children are in the non-maintained sector, which had not 
previously been able to access similar types or levels of funding.   

 
17.  Expenditure eligible for grants within the fund includes: 
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• equipment to ensure that practitioners can effectively observe and 

capture children’s progress – digital cameras, scanners and video 
recorders, laptop and desktop PCs; 

• information and communication technology – laptop and desktop 
PCs, digital cameras, video and sound recorders, hi-fi equipment; 

• provision of stimulating and accessible outdoor play space and 
equipment – this includes the purchase of land to be developed for 
this purpose; 

• development of adequate indoor space for age-appropriate play 
activities and suitable rest areas; 

• replenishing and replacing toy stocks and purchasing other learning 
and development materials and resources to support the EYFS; 

• resources to encourage a rich and stimulating language environment 
in line with Letters and Sounds – musical instruments, tape 
recorders, CDs as well as books, rhymes and signs. 

 
18.  Every setting must have an inclusion policy setting out how it will meet 

the needs of all children, in line with delivery of the Early Years 
Foundation Stage (EYFS). However, ensuring full access, particularly for 
disabled children, and providing facilities and equipment for disabled 
children and children with SEN, can often require adaptations. The 
allocation of this Quality and Access grant creates opportunities for us to 
further progress this agenda, particularly where it can be combined with 
other funding streams. 

 
19.  Settings from the PVI sector were  invited to access support from the 

Extended Schools Remodeling Consultant (ESRC) team prior to 
completing their bids.  Bids received covered childminders (34), private 
day nurseries (49), independent schools (2), pre-school playgroups 
(34),Shared Foundation Partnerships (1) and Out of School Clubs (1). 
This involvement has resulted in an indication in each tranche of the 
anticipated application values that would be submitted. Currently, 
indicators from the team have shown there to be a lack of demand from 
providers. 

 
20.  A total of 125 bids have been received from the above providers to the 

value of £1.5 million in the third tranche. Of these, 42 bids totaling £329k 
are recommended for full approval (Annex E). 61 bids totaling £338k are 
recommended for approval in principle subject to certain conditions being 
met (Annex F).  12 bids totaling £214k are recommended for deferred 
approval for 2010-11 (Annex G); these are projects that will take longer to 
get going. 4 applications for large sums (£50,000 or more) totaling £417k 
are included as Annex H. These will require full Executive approval.  
Confidential Annex I refers to bids that are not recommended for 
approval as they do not meet the criteria. We believe it is appropriate to 
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maintain confidentiality in the case of unsuccessful bids for reasons of 
commercial sensitivity. 

 
21.  If the above recommendations are approved, the total amount that will be 

committed for the applications in this third tranche will be £667k for the 
current financial year (2009-10). This will also commit £631k of financial 
year 2010-11. As £730k was approved at the first two tranches, the total 
amount committed will be £2,028k. York’s allocation for the three year 
period is £706k per year – a total of £2,118k. This would leave a sum of 
£90k unallocated for 2010-11. 

 
22.  We recommend that this £90k is set aside as a contingency fund –  

based on experience of a small number of unforeseen events in some of 
the projects that were supported within tranches 1 and 2, as well as 
advice from Planning & Resources and the consultant firm Atkins.  

 
23. If the Executive Member agrees with these recommendations, we will 

have committed almost all of the available funding rather sooner than we 
had at one time anticipated. This should be regarded as a sign of success 
– and we have been encouraged by DCSF contacts to commit as much of 
the funding as possible, given that some of the projects will take a while to 
get off the ground, particularly if they involve planning permission. We had 
originally envisaged two further tranches of bids in the Autumn of 2009 
and early next year; these are no longer needed. However, to ensure that 
there is no possibility that someone is waiting for a future opportunity to 
bid, we will keep open the possibility of a final small scale bidding round in 
the New Year, using the contingency monies if they are unspent, plus any 
other funds that may have become available, eg because a project falls 
through or is underspending. That said, our contacts with the local  PVI 
sector suggest that everyone who has had a project in their minds has in 
fact made a bid into the current tranche, which is why it has been so 
heavily subscribed. 

 
Corporate Objectives 

24.  This paper clearly contributes to the Corporate Priority aimed at “we want 
to make sure that local people have access to world-class education and 
training facilities and provision.  This will help them to develop the skills 
and aspirations they need to play an active part in society and contribute 
to the life of the city” 

 

 Implications 

25. The DCSF has allocated York £706k for each of the three years 2008-09, 
2009-10 and 2010/11. The following table explains the financial 
implications: 
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  2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 Total 
  £k £k £k £k 
Quality & Access Capital Grant Allocation 706 706 706 2,118 
          
Brought Fwd   404 15   
Available in Year   1,110 721   
Phase 1 302     302 
          
          
Phase 2   428   428 
          
Phase 3         

Annex E   329   329 
Annex F   338   338 
Annex G     214 214 
Annex H     417 417 

          
Contingency     90 90 
          
Total 302 1,095 721 2,118 
          
Carry Fwd 404 15 0   

 

• Human Resources (HR) There are no HR implications 

• Equalities There are no Equalities implications)      

• Legal–There are no legal implications 

• Crime and Disorder– There are no Crime and Disorder implications  

• Information Technology (IT)–There are no IT implications 

• Property– There are no property implications 

• Other 

Risk Management 
 

26. Risks are minimised by the application of recommended and clear criteria, 
by the transparent process of bidding and by the level of consultation 
undertaken around the use of the capital funding stream. The additional 
capital work such funding stimulates will carry some risks but they are 
minimised given the relative scale of the developments, through clear 
project management and through regular reporting arrangements to 
Executive Member  being in place. It is recognised that working through 
the PVI sector will require particular support arrangements and these are 
in place within the Early Years and Children’s Centre Service. 
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 Recommendations 

27. That the Executive Member should:  
a) Accept the recommendations for the third tranche of bids for the 

Quality and Access Early Years Capital Grant Allocation as set out in 
the annexes as follows: 

i. annex E:  approved 

ii. annex F:  accepted in principle but require additional 
information, to be submitted to officers for final approval 

iii. annex G:  approved  for 2010-11  

iv. annex H: approved for referral to the Executive, being 
schemes over £50,000 

v. Confidential annex I: do not meet the criteria of the fund 
and should be declined at this stage 

Reason:  to enable the further development of early years provision in 
York, in accordance with government guidelines. 

 
b) Approve that the Early Years and Children’s Centre Service should 

bulk purchase certain items under £2,500 and distribute them directly 
to settings (similar to the decision on 9th June 2009). 

Reason:  to obtain economies of scale. 

c) Agree that the two further full-scale bidding rounds originally 
envisaged are no longer needed, but that a further small round may 
be run in the New Year to use up any unspent contingency monies 
and any other funds that may become available.  

Reason: to manage the fund within the available budgets for the three 
financial years 2008-09, 2009-2010, and 2010-2011. 
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Annex A 
 
 
 
26 August 2008 
 
Dear Provider 
 
Quality and Access for All Young Children – Three Year Allocations of 

Early Years Capital Grant 
 
I am writing to let you know about funding which the Department for Children 
Schools and Families (DCSF) has made available. This presents a really 
significant opportunity for providers to implement changes to the environment 
to better meet welfare standards.  
 
Aims of the Funding 
 
There is a total of £2.1 million over the next three years to be spent on capital 
projects (those with a value of at least £2,500 resulting in a tangible asset).  
There are three aims to the funding; 
 

• To improve the quality of the learning environment in early years 
settings to support delivery of the EYFS, with a particular emphasis on 
improving play and physical activities and ICT resources. 

• To ensure all children, including disabled children, are able to access 
provision. 

• To enable providers to deliver the extension to the free offer for 3 and 4 
year olds and to do so flexibly. 

 
Capital expenditure is not necessarily limited to single purchases over £2,500; 
the following categories of expenditure are also included: 

o Grouped assets: i.e. assets of a similar nature are purchased 
at the same time, for example as part of a project. The value of 
the individual assets may be below £2,500, but the total value of 
all the assets determines whether expenditure falls above or 
below the capitalisation threshold. 

o Bulked assets: i.e. a bulk purchase of furniture or computer 
assets where the value of the individual items is below £2,500. 
As with grouped assets, the total value determines whether 
expenditure falls above or below the capitalisation threshold. 

 
An Environment Strategy for the Early Years and Extended Schools Service 
has also just been developed with our partners on the Places Sub Group, a 
sub group of the Early Years and Extended Schools Partnership. The 
Strategy describes our vision for quality childcare environments and can be 
viewed on our website at http://www.yor-ok.org.uk/earlyyears.html alongside 
the letter from the DCSF that sets out the detail of this particular grant. 
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Value for Money 
 
Projects that provide the most long-term impact for the investment requested 
will be viewed favourably.  This could include those schemes where the costs 
are being met from one or more other sources as well as this capital grant. 
 
I should also highlight here that applications submitted after consultation with 
all partners within your Shared Community Partnership will of course receive 
high priority. 
 
 
Bidding Process 
 
A bid form for you to complete is available at http://www.yor-
ok.org.uk/earlyyears.html.  Alternatively a hard copy can be obtained from 
your Extended Schools Remodelling Consultant (ESRC) or Childminder 
Development Worker. 
 
Executive Member for Children and Young People’s Services and Advisory 
Panel (EMAP) will decide on the bids. 
 
The following table shows what you can bid for and how much funding you 
may be able to access. 
 
What you can bid for How much What we need 

 
Equipment 
Mostly portable, 
including ICT, musical 
instruments, outdoor 
play equipment etc plus 
appropriate storage, 
such as cabinets or a 
shed for outdoor toys  

£2,500 - 
£5,000 

• Written permission from the owner 
of the premises  

• Written quotations from 3 suppliers 
• Short explanation of the impact of 

this equipment on the quality of 
provision 

• Inclusion policy 

Equipment and some 
minor building 
adaptations or external 
work 
This could include a 
good-quality outdoor 
play area, accessible 
toilet and changing 
areas etc. 

Up to 
£10,000 

• Extended Schools Remodelling 
Consultant (ESRC)/Childminder 
Development worker involvement 

• Inclusion policy 
• Community access to the facility 

where appropriate 
• Written permission from the owner 

of the premises 
• Security of tenure for at least 3 

years 
• Business plan/strategy for how the 

quality of provision will be 
improved 

• Written quotations from 3 suppliers 
• Payment will be against invoices 

and only up to that amount or the 
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What you can bid for How much What we need 
 

lowest quote, whichever is the 
least. 

To assist with minor 
works for a provider 
moving on to alternative 
premises 

Up to 
£20,000 

• Written agreement of the owner, 
giving security of tenure for at least 
5 years 

• Statement of partnership working 
to improve quality and raise 
standards of staff training and 
provision 

• Inclusion policy 
• Written quotations from 3 suppliers 
• Payments will be made through 

CYC 
• Potential match funding 

To assist with major 
works for a provider 
moving on to alternative 
premises 

Over 
£20,000 

As above plus 
• Agreed targets and outcomes to 

be measured as Performance 
Indicators 

• Potential match funding 
 

Please note:  applications will be considered in batches.  Closing dates for 
applications are 30th November, 2008, 25th February 09 and 27th May 09.  

 
Support in completing applications 
 
Support is available from your ESRC, Childminder Development Worker and 
the Business Support Team within Early Years and Extended Services.  
Planning and Resources can also advise on other matters relating directly to 
capital builds such as planning permission etc.  It would be helpful if you could 
notify your ESRC or Childminder Development Worker of potential ideas you 
may have.  This will give us an indication of the levels of support you may 
need to complete your bid.   
 
I look forward to receiving bids that meet the agreed criteria and that are also 
in line with our Strategy.  Please contact your ESRC or Childminder 
Development Worker in the first instance if you wish to discuss any aspect of 
this letter. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Barbara A Mands 
Deputy Manager (Strategy and Policy), 
 
Email: Barbara.mands@york.gov.uk 
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Annex B 

 
 
 
 

Early Years and Extended Schools Service Grant for Quality and Access for All 
Young Children  
 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 
We understand and agree that: 

1. Payment of the grant will be made in two stages.  The first payment (up to 50% of 
the grant) will be made following the signing and return of this form to City of York 
Council Early Years and Extended School Service (referred to as ‘you’ in the rest of 
these terms and conditions).  The second payment will be made following receipt of 
our final invoice and a satisfactory report on the purchase or project by your 
Development Officer. 

2. We will submit the following reports and information to you: 

 (a) A progress report within two months of receipt of the first payment 

 (b) An end of project report within one month of completion of the purchase or 
project 

 In the case of a single purchase or a small project completed within two months of 
receipt of the first payment, we need only submit an end of project report.  We will 
also supply you the results of surveys and other monitoring of client satisfaction that 
we carry out after the receipt of the grant. 

3. We will provide you, upon request, with evidence of payments made with grant 
funding. (e.g. receipts, invoices.) 

4. Your Development Officer will make regular contact with us, in person and by phone 
to monitor completion of the purchase or project and its impact on the quality 
experiences for young children. 

5. The grant must be used exclusively for the purposes stated in the application.  No 
change may be made without your prior written approval.  

6. We shall not sell or dispose of any equipment or other asset purchased with the 
grant without your prior written approval.  If we are given permission to sell or 
dispose of equipment or assets, you may require us to pay to you the whole of the 
proceeds of sale or in the case of a jointly funded purchase or project a share of the 
proceeds of sale in direct proportion to the share of the purchase or project cost 
originally met by the grant.  

7. We will show the grant separately in our annual accounts as a restricted fund and 
will not include it under general funds.  

8. We will acknowledge the grant in our annual reports, our Chair’s or Secretary’s 
reports at our AGM, the accounts which cover the period of the grant and in any 
publicity materials we produce about the work supported by the grant.  We will 
supply copies of these documents to you on request. 

9. You may use our name, and the name of our project in its own publicity materials 
and we will inform you, of where confidentiality is a particular issue. 

10. If we do not spend the entire grant within one year of receipt of the first payment we 
will promptly return the unspent amount to you. 

11. The grant will not be increased in the event of any overspend. 
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12. We will keep all financial records and accounts, including receipts for items 
purchased with the grant, for at least two years from receipt of the second 
instalment of the grant.  We will make these available to you on request.  We 
understand that this does not release us from our statutory obligations to keep 
records for longer periods. 

      13. You have the right to withhold payment or request repayment for items purchased 
with the grant, or any part of it, at your discretion in the following circumstances: 

a) If there is any breach of this contract. 

b) If the application was made dishonestly or with incorrect or misleading 
information. 

c) If we do not take steps to ensure equal opportunities in our employment 
practices, membership and delivery of services. 

d) If any member of our governing body, staff or volunteers have acted 
dishonestly or negligently in respect of the work for us at any time during the 
grant. 

e) If we fail to complete the work for which funding has been given within one year 
of the receipt of the funds 

f) If we cease to operate, are dissolved or insolvent, or are put into 
administration, receivership or liquidation (sequestration), or an arrangement 
is made with our creditors. 

14. If our organisation is dissolved we will propose a solution relating to the disposal of 
equipment or assets to the fund, subject to their consent. 

 

 

 

Signed:   ......................................................................................  
 
Date:   ......................................................................................  
 
Name:   ......................................................................................  
 
Organisation:   ......................................................................................  
 
 
 
BANK DETAILS: 
 
Name of account: ......................................................................................................................................  
 
Name and address of bank:  .....................................................................................................................  
 
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  
 
 ...................................................................................................................................................................  
 
Sort Code: .........................................  Account number ......................................................................  
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Annex C 
 

 
 

 
 

QUALITY AND ACCESS  

FOR ALL YOUNG CHILDREN 

 

Early Years Capital Bids  

Monitoring and Evaluation Form 

 
 

 
Name of Setting:   ...........................................................................................................  
 
Project Number:   ............................................................................................................  
 
Brief outline of the project   .............................................................................................  
 
 ........................................................................................................................................  
 
 ........................................................................................................................................  
 
 ........................................................................................................................................  
 
 ........................................................................................................................................  
 
 
Completed by:  .................................................................. Date:  ...................................  
 
 
 
 
Please return to: ANN SPETCH 
 Early Years and Extended Schools Service 
 Mill House, North Street, York YO1 6JD 
 Tel  (01904) 554592 
 email  ann.spetch@york.gov.uk 
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Having received money under the ‘Quality and Access for All Young Children’ 
Capital Grant allocation the Local Authority requires you to complete an 
evaluation of your project(s). 

 
Completion of the evaluation was part of the contract and will provide 

evidence to the DCSF of how the City of York’s allocation has been 
spent and demonstrate improved outcomes for all children. 

 
It is important that your project(s) are seen as part of the cycle of quality in 
developing the quality of care and education you provide to all children.  As a 
Local Authority we plan to monitor the impact of your project by Development 
Officer visits alongside completion of the this form. 
 
 
 
If your project involves disposing of old equipment please indicate how 
you have done this and indicate where you have given consideration to 
recycling. 
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Unique Child 
 
‘Every child is a competent learner from birth who can be resilient, capable, confident 
and self-assured’ 
 
Under each of the four commitments describe the impact of your project 
 
 
Child Development: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inclusive Practice: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keeping Safe: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Health and Well-being 
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Positive Relationships 
 
‘Children learn to be strong and independent from a base of loving and secure 
relationships with parents and/or a key person’. 
 
Under each of the four commitments describe the impact of your project. 

 
 

Respecting Each Other 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parents as Partners 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supporting Learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Person 
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Enabling Environments 
 
‘The environment plays a key role in supporting and extending children’s 
development and learning.’ 
 
Under each of the four commitments describe the impact of your project. 

 
 

Observation, Assessment and Planning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supporting Every Child 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Learning Environment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Wider Context 
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Learning and Development 
 
‘Children develop and learn in different ways and at different rates and all areas of 
Learning and Development are equally important and inter-connected.’ 
 
Under the four commitments describe the impact of your project. 

 
Play and exploration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Active Learning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Creativity Critical Thinking 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Areas of Learning and Development 
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Please complete in detail each of the following sections. 
 
 

How will you further develop the project? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Is there any aspect of the project that you would change? If yes in what 
way and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Has the project increased the number of children experiencing that 
area? 
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How and in what ways has the project changed/improved the practice of 
staff? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What impact has the project had on your SEF? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What are your stakeholder’s views now the project is completed?  Does 
it meet their expectations? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Please include relevant photographs to support your evaluation. 
 
Thank you for taking time to complete this important document.  
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Annex D 
 

 
Table to show allocation of Early Years capital Grant from 
Rounds 1 and 2 across the Wards 

 
 
 
 
 

Ward 
Number of 
successful 
bids 

 

Amount 
approved 

Acomb 1 23,320 
Bishopthorpe 3 27,528 
Clifton 8 48,095 
Derwent 2 36,380 
Dringhouses and Woodthorpe 3 34,493 
Fishergate 8 47,959 
Fulford 3 19,914 
Guildhall 5 26,289 
Haxby and Wiggington 7 62,288 
Heworth 8 51,444 
Hesligton 1 3,3361 
Holgate 6 38,178 
Huntington and New Earswick 7 57,310 
Micklegate 6 46,638 
Osbaldwick 2 3,854 
Rural West 4 26,181 
Skelton,Rawcliffle and Clifton Without 4 44,243 
Westfield 2 12,373 
Wheldrake 4 34,974 
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Annex E – Recommended for Approval 
 

Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommen

dation 
Amount 

(£)  Application Summary 

128 
 Childminder - Val 
Bushby   Val Bushby   YO26 5QQ  Acomb   Approve  6,274

 Outdoor area- Accepted Astek quotation without the 
fencing  

203  Bishopthorpe Playgroup   Tamsin Gentry   YO23 2RU 
 
Bishopthorpe  Approve  5,902 Outdoor development - Playscheme,  No to playsuits  

109
Childminder - Andrene 
Watson Andrene Watson  YO23 2SU 

 
Bishopthorpe  Approve  2,938

 Outdoor play equipment, ICT equipment, storage - no to 
Karaoke machine  

106
Childminder - Linda 
Kilbride Linda Kilbride  YO23 2RY 

 
Bishopthorpe  Approve  2,290

 ICT package and laptop.  No to karaoke machine and 
disability set.  Check that musical instruments are of 
natural resources  

110
Childminder - Joanne 
Paver Joanne Paver  YO23 2SD 

 
Bishopthorpe  Approve  1,490

 ICT equipment, role play kitchen, outdoor resources, 
musical instruments  

157  Marygate Playgroup   Emma Birrell   YO31 8JX   Clifton   Approve  24,352

 Creation and development of an outside play area.  
Ofsted action.  Accept 2nd quotation from Playscheme 
plus £1,000 towards improving storage of gas cylinders  

190  Kaleidoscope Acorn  
 Susan Maughan 
Brown   YO30 7WA  Clifton   Approve  4,945 Outdoor development and access  

113Dunnington Children Lyndsey Slessor  YO19 5QG  Derwent   Approve  5,003 ICT equipment, storage, outdoor equipment  

108Dunnington Children Lyndsey Slessor  YO19 5QG  Derwent   Approve  2,902 ICT and Sensory Area  

115 
 Childminder - Doreen 
Pearce   Doreen Pearce   YO19 5RB  Derwent   Approve  764

 Computer to value of £480. Garden equipment 
(shed/storage) to the value of £284.  Swining seat and 
recyling store do not meet the criteria.  
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Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommen

dation 
Amount 

(£)  Application Summary 

134 
 Childminder - Colette 
Goodchild   Colette Goodchild   YO24 2UQ 

 Dringhouses 
& 
Woodthorpe   Approve  6,934

 Agreed to STS shed and base and soft play surface 
quotation.  Meridian Grant playset not approved - age 
range 3-10.  Playset must be suitable 0-5 years olds and it 
is suggested considering Timberline as a supplier.   

198  West Thorpe Playgroup   Mrs S Yapp   YO21 2PN 

 Dringhouses 
and 
Woodthorpe   Approve  5,000 Storage and equipment to promote independence  

141  St Edwards Playgroup   Lisa Bateson   YO24 1QG 

 Dringhouses 
and 
Woodthorpe   Approve  3,991 Outdoor musical instruments, gates and blackboards  

189 
 Childminder - Leigh 
Austen   Leigh Austen   YO10 4DG  Fishergate   Approve  2,918 Outdoor development, storage and digital camera  

195a  Walmgate Day Nursery   Sally Morton   YO1 9TT   Guildhall   Approve  11,666
 Outdoor play area - Playscheme proposal.  Replace 
xylophone with weaving to address landlords concerns.        

101Ducklings Nursery Jacqui Brandt  YO1 7PX   Guildhall   Approve  5,543
 New Decked area to develop free flow play.  Lowest 
quote accepted  

210  Haxby Playgroup   Amanda Nicholson   YO32 3HT 
 Haxby & 
Wigginton   Approve  45,000

 Development of outdoor area.  Part funding of Astek 
quotation suggest that Playgroup and Headlands school 
look at match funding to complete the project. 2 tuff cams  

211 
 Haxby Playgroup - 
Rising Fives   Amanda Nicholson   YO32 3HT 

 Haxby & 
Wigginton   Approve  18,000

 Outdoor development - Playforce quote plus some items 
from Playscheme  

130 
 The Wonder Years Pre-
School   Jacqui Daker   YO32 2FZ  

 Haxby & 
Wigginton   Approve  14,100

 Outdoor area - stage, summer house and range of play 
surfaces  

161 
 Theresa's Nursery 
School  

 Theresa Roberts-
Hardy   YO32 3HE 

 Haxby & 
Wigginton   Approve  7,210

 Outdoor area and access - Canopy - Canopies North 
EastHandrail - Mark Sowerby  

162 
 Theresa's Nursery 
School  

 Theresa Roberts-
Hardy   YO32 3HE 

 Haxby & 
Wigginton   Approve  5,000

 Tables, chairs, storage, role play equipment.  Role play 
equipment excluding puppets.  
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Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommen

dation 
Amount 

(£)  Application Summary 

114  Heslington & Badger Hill  Wendy Porter   YO10 5EE  Heslington   Approve  13,008 Outdoor play area  

196  York Campus Nursery   Ruth Mallard   YO10 5DD  Heslington   Approve  6,591
 Outdoor development - physical, sensory garden and 
music  

126  Daisy Chain   Beverley Foes   YO31 7TP   Heworth   Approve  19,530 Outdoor area - Recommend Eibe quotation A.  

105
Childminder - John 
Chapman 

John & Linda 
Chapman  YO31 OSD  Heworth   Approve  3,400

 Outdoor equipment and wooden playhouse.  Plastic 
resources not approved.  New fencing not approved   

185a  Straylands   Angela Egan   YO31 9LT   Heworth   Approve  3,335 ICT equipment   

179 
 Childminder Claire 
Wickins   Claire Wickins   YO31 0QH  Heworth   Approve  2,450

 ICT equipment, outdoor play equipment and outdoor 
safety surface  

192  Heather Nursery   Shona Harris   YO24 4NS  Holgate   Approve  6,756 Large and small physical play equipment  

159 
 Smiles Childminding 
Group   Laura Barrett   YO24 4BJ   Holgate   Approve  4,988

 Portable ICT equipment, sensory resources, treasure 
basket development, Outdoor sets eg minibeast kit   

146  Huntington Pre-School   Louise Hanley   YO32 9RA 

 Huntington 
& New 
Earswick   Approve  3,790 ICT equipment  

136 
 Ladybirds Kinder Class 
Ltd   Nina Simpson   YO32 9PY 

 Huntington 
& New 
Earswick   Approve  964Storage unit 

200a  Priory Street Nursery   Erica Birkitt   YO1 6ET   Micklegate   Approve  10,000 Outdoor play equipment  

200b  Priory Street Nursery   Erica Birkitt   YO1 6ET   Micklegate   Approve  1,500
 ICT equipment - increase children's cameras to 4 and 2 
for adult use  

144  Poppleton Under Fives   Sarah Hill   YO26 6NB  Rural West   Approve  10,000 Outdoor area improvement - Image Playground quote  
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Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommen

dation 
Amount 

(£)  Application Summary 

205 Quackers   Menna Godfrey   YO23 3SB  Rural West   Approve  6,000 ICT equipment, storage, flooring and notice boards  

122  Busy Bees   Ali Cousins   YO30 5XJ  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe & 
Clifton 
Without   Approve  7,498 Outdoor play equipment - Playscheme bid  

124  Busy Bees   Ali Cousins   YO30 5XJ  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without   Approve  10,711

 Woodland Garden - Playscheme quote - tree and shrubs  
not included.  

121  Busy Bees   Ali Cousins   YO30 5XJ  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without   Approve  6,000

 ICT equipment.  No to whiteboard.  Yes to ICT list plus  
computers and printers on Bechtle direct quotes  

173  Happy Jays   Gemma Cobb   YO30 4RA 

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without   Approve 5,000 ICT equipment  

138  Cherry Tree Nursery   Shenah Forster   YO24 4PS  Westfield   Approve  11,034
 Sun sails to provide shade in outdoor area - Option 2 - 
Able Canopies  

140  Cherry Tree Nursery   Shenah Forster   YO24 4PS  Westfield   Approve  9,195
 ICT suite - need to ensure accessibility for children in 
wheelchairs  

164 

 Wheldrake 
OOS/Elizabeth Cook 
C/M   Amber White   YO19 6DZ  Wheldrake   Approve  5,000 ICT equipment, multi-cultural resources, storage  

                
Total amount for applications to be approved 
  
        £328,972  
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Annex F – Recommended in principle, subject to receipt of further details 
 

Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommenda

tion 
Amount 

(£) Application Summary 

213  Huntington Pre-School   Gail Stormont   YO32 9PJ  

 Huntington 
& New 
Earswick  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 36,000

 Move the position of existing outdoor play area. 2 more 
quotes needed. Tenancy agreement and planning 
permission required  

214  York Steiner   Joan Rose   YO10 4PB   Fishergate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 24,369

 Outdoor development - Recommend 'Furniture for Life' 
bid due to quality of resources.  Needs site visit.  

118
Childminder - Clare 
Goodacre   Clare Goodacre   YO26 5LB   Acomb  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 11,145

 Creating of messy play area in garage.  Needs site visit 
and 
detailed discussion.  Yes to lap top computer and 
vegetable planter  

102
Childminder - Janet 
Hudson Janet Hudson  YO26 5NU   Acomb  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 3,090

 Patio Door and Awning to develop free flow play.  Site 
visit required.  

204  Bishopthorpe Playgroup   Tamsin Gentry   YO23 2RU  
 
Bishopthorpe 

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 9,120 Outdoor play equipment   

111
childminder - Jennifer 
Woodings Jennifer Woodings  YO23 2RU  

 
Bishopthorpe 

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,144

 Out door play equipment, ICT equipment - no to 
Karaoke machine  
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Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommenda

tion 
Amount 

(£) Application Summary 

186  Little Acorns - Clifton   Jill Graham   YO30 6JA   Clifton  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,500 ICT equipment some items recommended.  

156  Marygate Playgroup   Emma Birrell   YO31 8JX   Clifton  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,000 IT equipment  

143 
 Childminder - Helen 
McPherson   Helen McPherson   YO19 5SJ   Derwent  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,404

 ICT, playhouse, shed, water table, easel - focus must 
be on 0-5 years.   No to summerhouse  

133 
 childminder - Sharon 
Blomfield   Sharon Blomfield   YO24 2SQ  

 Dringhouses 
& 
Woodthorpe  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,142

 Agreed to shed, soft place surface around  playset.  
 Playset must be suitable  0-5 years olds and it is 
suggested  considering Timberline as a supplier.  
Alterations to fencing and garden not approved.    

169  Home to Home - Fulford   Helen Gration   YO10 4DZ   Fishergate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 4,960

 Sensory area, book area, sofa for children.  Needs to 
link with bid 168 to avoid any duplication.  

127 
 childminder - Justine 
White-lam   Justine White-lam   YO10 3HF   Fishergate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 4,485

 Conservatory - site visit required to discuss suitability 
of 
 patio doors and awning or funding 50% of conservatory 

194  Funfishers   Lesley Calvert   YO10 4AP   Fishergate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 1,455 Large blocks and cart and multicultural percussion set.  
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Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommenda

tion 
Amount 

(£) Application Summary 
application 
summary 

172  Home to Home Fulford   Helen Gration   YO10 4DZ   Fishergate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 756

 Music, sensory and outdoor play equipment - Only 
Bikes and scooters  
approved  

154 
 Childminder - Dawn 
Bailey   Dawn Bailey   YO19 4QS   Fulford  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 520

 Playhouse, storage, table and chairs, sand tray - 
wooden with lid  

175  Childminder   Carol Willstrop   YO32 2WW 
 Haxby & 
Wigginton  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 1,300

 Approve laptop, shed, sandpit.  Discussion needed 
regarding storage.   
No to Role play equipment   

188 
 Childminder - Karen 
Hansbro   Karen Hansbro   YO32 3EE  

 Haxby & 
Wigginton  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 1,100

 ITC equipment and outdoor equipment.  Items must be 
for 0-5 age range  

184  Straylands   Angela Egan   YO31 9LT   Heworth  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,000

 Internal building alterations to make facilities more 
accessible to children - supports Ofsted 
recommendations.  Alterations requires additional 
quotes and proposed canopy 3 quotes  

185b  Straylands   Angela Egan   YO31 9LT   Heworth  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 1,700 Development of outside provision.  
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Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommenda

tion 
Amount 

(£) Application Summary 
summary 

107Stockton Lane Playgroup Fiona Wheeler  YO31 1JG  
 Heworth 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 6,697

 Enhance Outdoor Provision.  Hot water in the 
cloakroom  
area.  Sink in main hall.  Specific smaller outdoor 
resources approved.   

149 
 Leeman Road 
Playgroup   Dave Richmond   YO26 4YZ   Holgate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,500

 Outdoor equipment, ICT and storage.  Needs meeting 
to clarify items 
 - large number of bikes  

178 
 Holgate Pre-School 
Playgroup   Jackie Darbyshire   YO24 4AE   Holgate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 3,878

 Building works to improve storage, role play equipment 
and ICT resources. Some items did not meet criteria of 
grant.  Lowest quote for building works approved   

125 
 Childminder- Carol 
Wharton   Carol Wharton   YO10 3HS   Hull Road  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 3,538

 ICT, Shade and storage - Needs discussion and site 
visit  
regarding size of Gazebo.  No to paper for ICT part.  

180 
 childminder - Patricia 
Thompson   Patricia Thompson  YO10 3RN   Hull Road  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 1,300 ICT equipment, shed and playhouse.  

100Sunshine Day Nursery Caroline Lee  YO31 9HU  

 Huntington 
& New 
Earswick  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 8,637

 Outdoor area - need clarification on music and treasure 
chest storage  
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Ref no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward 
Recommenda

tion 
Amount 

(£) Application Summary 

99Sunshine Day Nursery Caroline Lee  YO31 9HU  

 Huntington 
& New 
Earswick  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,550

 ICT equipment - consider having one computer 
workstation and child orientated laptops for other rooms 
for flexibility and utilisation of space  

177 
 Scarcroft Green Day 
Nursery   Sarah Battersby   YO23 1BP   Micklegate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 11,689

 Furniture for baby room, toddler and pre-school room.  
Some items did not meet the criteria of grant.  
Discussion needed regarding mealtime chairs.  

176 
 Scarcroft Green Day 
Nursery   Sarah Battersby   YO23 1BP   Micklegate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 8,736

 Support creating of new baby unit creating additional 
places and supporting sufficiency in locality - Some 
items agreed, needs discussion on Welcome Centre'  

193 
 Childminder - Susan 
Taylor   Susan Taylor   YO23 1BQ   Micklegate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 3,000

 Outdoor development - some items are repairs and 
maintenance and not meet the criteria of the grant.  Site 
visit required  

152 
 Childminder - Amanda 
Hodgson   Amanda Hodgson   YO23 1DR   Micklegate  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,400

 ICT equipment, laptop, camcorder, storage and 
outdoor equipment  

98Tiddlywinks Tracey Brooks  YO19 5UW  Osbaldwick  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 20,000

 Outdoor facilties 0-3 years - no to trampoline.  Site Visit 
required  

206 
Childminder - Sam 
Richardson   Sam Richardson   YO10 3NQ   Osbaldwick  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 5,796

 Down stairs toilet, french doors and canopy - lowest 
quotes.  No to garden  
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97Tiddlywinks Tracey Brooks  YO19 5UW  Osbaldwick  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,000

 ICT equipment - some aspects not approved and 
 need re-considering  

199 
 Childminder - Janis 
McPherson   Janis McPherson   YO10 3QJ   Osbaldwick  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,000

 Contribution towards creation of downstairs toilet.  Site 
visit required  

135  Panda Playgroup   Alison Douglas   YO23 3UJ   Rural West  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 6,242

 Project 3 - shed  and base but not padlocks 
Project 4 - Outdoor storage and other specific items that 
meet criteria of the grant. 
Project 5 - Indoor storage items that meet the criteria of 
the grant.  

160  Rufforth Pre-School   Sarah Eastes   YO23 3QB   Rural West  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 6,000

 Changes to kitchen and cloakroom area.  (1 quote very 
low- clarify if not AJS approved.  Agree bendy mirror, 
water system and chalkboard - subject to 2 more 
quotes  

181 Liliput Day Nursery   Nicola Cooper   YO26 6RA   Rural West  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,720 Canopy/sunshade - awaiting quotation  

187  Honey Pots Nursery   Brydie Fox   YO26 6HR   Rural West  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 3,690

 Development of outside provision.  Need to disucss 
Playscheme quote  
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151 
 Childminder - Joanne 
Franklin   Joanne Franklin   YO26 6RJ   Rural West  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,000

 ICT equipment, laptop, digital photo frame, printer and 
camera  

129 
Childminder - Amanda 
Brigham   Amanda Brigham   YO30 6RA  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe  & 
Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 1,000 ICT and Outdoors -  IT equipment, and sand pit.   

148  Joseph's Nursery   Kate Partridge   YO30 6NP  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 15,100 Furniture/storage and ICT items  

123  Busy Bees   Ali Cousins   YO30 5XJ  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 9,724

 Outdoor area - Playscheme appear to be better option.  
Needs discussion with Early Years  

119 
Childminder - Julie 
Downes   Julie Downes   YO30 5RZ  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 6,305

 Alterations to premises - site visit needed to discuss  
creation of toilet in untility room  

117 
Childminder - Sharon 
Clark   Sharon Clark   YO30 5RL  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,000

 Outdoor area, site visit essential to agree areas  
for development  
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147 
 Childminder- Kate 
Flower   Kate Flower   YO30 5RL  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 3,000

 Outdoor area improvement.  Some of the bid is about 
repairs and maintenance.  Require a site visit and 
discussions what items fit the criteria of the grant.   

158 
Childminder - Amanda 
Brigham   Amanda Brigham   YO30 6RA  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,072

 ICT equipment, outdoor sand pit, waterbutt, musical 
instruments and  
chairs - no to plants, hammock, table and chair set  

145  Childminder Susan Hays  Susan Hays   YO30 5QA  

 Skelton, 
Rawcliffe 
 & Clifton 
Without  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,000

Outdoor area improvement - Some parts of bids.  Much 
of the bid is about repairs and maintenance.  Needs site 
visit to look at the back gate changes.  Focus of grant is 
0-5 year olds and climbing frame must meet and needs 
of children in this age group 

150 
 Stockton on Forest 
Partnership   Carolyn Snook   YO32 9UP   Strensall  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 6,000

 Outdoor area.  More information required regarding 
path surfacing.  Large resource items approved.   

218 
 Stockton on Forest Day 
Nursery   Helen Gibson   YO32 9UP   Strensall  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,650

 ICT equipment, storage and playhouse - need to obtain 
additional  
quotations.   

170 
 Home to Home - 
Strensall   Helen Gration   YO32 5TD   Strensall  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 5,223 Storage, dividers, chairs  

116 
 Childminder - Tracey 
Jeffrey   Tracey Jeffrey   YO32 5SD   Strensall  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 2,500 ICT equipment, shed and playhouse.  
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137 
 Bluebells Pre-School 
Playgroup   Natalie Bishop   YO32 5XR   Strensall  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,000

 A range of outdoor items, musical instruments, ICT 
equipment that meet the criteria of the grant.  

171 
 Home to Home - 
Strensall   Helen Gration   YO32 5TD   Strensall  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 756

 Music, sensory and outdoor play equipment - Only 
Bikes and scooters  
approved  

197 
 Cheeky Monkeys 
Playgroup   Tracey White   YO24 3DD   Westfield  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 8,020

 Outdoor development - only canopy approved.  Need 
copies of 3 quotes. Lowest quote Playscheme  

132 
Childminder - Helen 
Suter   Helen Suter   YO26 5AJ   Westfield  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 4,581 Conservatory - site visit required.  

165  Cherry Tree Nursery   Shenah Forster   YO24 4PS   Westfield  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,765

 Pirate ship, storage, sand box, mirrors and various 
other outdoor equipment  

163  Cherry Tree Nursery   Shenah Forster   YO24 4PS   Westfield  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 1,325 Role play units, mirrors and kitchen furniture  
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182  Wheldrake Pre-School   Charlotte Walton   YO19 6AZ   Wheldrake  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 7,000

 Outdoor development - Playscheme - shelter, seating, 
musical instruments, water sytem.  Need discussion 
regarding seating.  No to CCTV, paddling pool and ICT 
software  

103
Elvington Childminding 
Group Gail Dean  YO41 4AL   Wheldrake  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 6,000

 Storage and ICT - needs discussion with applicants 
 - focus on 0-5 years  

183  Derwent ducklings   Jill Patrick   YO19 6BE   Wheldrake  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 3,500

 ICT equipment, book cupboard.  Needs discussion 
about musical  
instrument, multicultural items  

202 
Childminder - Elizabeth 
Cook   Elizabeth Cook   YO19 6TA   Wheldrake  

Approve in 
principle 
subject to 
application 
summary 2,250 ICT, storage, some outdoor equipment  

               
Total amount for applications to be approved in 
principle 
  
       £338,334  
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112Dunnington Children Lyndsey Slessor  YO19 5QG  Derwent  
Deferred 
approval 11,371

 Outdoor equipment. - Trevor Smith quotation but without fire 
pit.  Concerned about accessibility  and suitability of surface 
for wheelchair users.  Site visit required - need to see links 
with previous bids.  Bid focus must be on 0-5 year olds.   

217  Station House    Helen Gibson   YO19 5RY   Derwent  Deferred approval 5,000 ICT equipment. - Need to obtain additional quotations  

191 
 York College 
Nursery   Liz Radford   YO23 2BB  

 
Dringhouses 
and 
Woodthorpe Deferred approval 25,000

 Forest School project - more information required regarding 
certain aspects of the project eg. Consultation fees, will 
college contribute to the project?  

120 
 Smartypants Day 
Nursery   Helen Lane   YO1 9RP   Guildhall  Deferred approval 22,650 Building works - subject to Landlords consent  

209  Kaleidoscope City   Nik Owen   YO31 7QW  Guildhall  Deferred approval 13,000
 ICT equipment - requires detailed discussion on certain 
aspects.  

104Polly Anna's Ken McArthur  YO32 2SU  
 Haxby & 
Wigginton  Deferred approval 29,375

 Outdoor equipment - needs to consider 'open-ended' 
resources  

208  Burnholme Nursery   Sarah Neale   YO31 0GW  Heworth  Deferred approval 29,596
 Outdoor development - Playscheme - consider position of 
sand pit  

153  Tregelles   Mary Anderson   YO24 4DD  Holgate  Deferred approval 16,650

 Building alterations to facilitate free flow play - Lowest 
quotation -  
subject to planning permission  

155 
 Poppleton Road 
Playgroup   Anna Cook   YO26 4UE   Holgate  Deferred approval 9,000

 Outdoor area - clarify age approriateness of Duplex Play 
Tower  
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216 
 Ladybirds Kinder 
Class Ltd   Nina Simpson   YO32 9PY  

 Huntington 
& New 
Earswick  Deferred approval 20,000

 Outdoor shelter and equipment to support Forest Schools 
approach. 
This would be second option if not able to secure planning 
permission for bid 215.  

167 
 Home to Home - 
Strensall   Helen Gration   YO32 5TD   Strensall  Deferred approval 14,720 External play surfaces - Playscheme quote  

212 
 Kaleidoscope 
Acomb   Susan Pratt   YO24 3HP   Westfield  Deferred approval 18,000

 ICT equipment - needs site visit and discussion.  No to pc 
and printer for community use.   

Total amount approved (including ‘in principle’) for 2010-11 214,362 
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Annex H – applications for large sums (£50,000 or more) to be referred to the Executive 
 
 
Ref 
no Setting Contact Name Post code Ward Recommendation 

Amount 
(£) Application Summary 

207  The Wendy House   Wendy Wood   YO24 1HR 

 
Dringhouses 
and 
Woodthorpe Deferred approval 77,100

 Alterations to premises to create new creative area and staff 
facilities.  Alterations will develop free flow and self selective 
play plus IT equipment. -  Subject to planning permission  

168 
 Home to Home - 
Fulford   Helen Gration   YO10 4DZ   Fishergate  Deferred approval 50,000

 Support moving outdoor equipment to new premises and 
some internal changes.  All subject to planning permission 
being granted for new premises  

215 
 Ladybirds Kinder 
Class Ltd   Nina Simpson   YO32 9PY  

 Huntington 
& New 
Earswick  Deferred approval 170,171

 Log Cabin' style build to develop Forest School.  Subject to 
planning 
permission plus written confirmation of landlords permission.  

166 
 Home to Home - 
Strensall   Helen Gration   YO32 5TD   Strensall  Deferred approval 120,000

 Remove old pre-fabricated building and replace with 'log 
cabin' build.      
Subject to planning permission and detailed costings  

Total amount for applications large sums 417,271 
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